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The  Hawkesbury  sandstone  is  that  peculiar  formation  which
constitutes  much  of  the  Blue  Mountains  west  of  Sydney,  and  which
is  also  so  conspicuous  in  Sydney  Harbour,  at  the  heads  and  on  the
banks  of  the  Hawkesbury  River.  Its  name  was  given  by  the  late
Rev.  W.  B.  Clarke,  who  thus  describes  it  :—

"Hawkesbury  Rocks.—  Over  the  uppermost  workable  coal
measures,  which  are  of  considerable  thickness,  is  deposited  a  series
oi  Ms  of  sandstone,  shale,  and  conglomerate,  oftentimes  con-
cretionary  in  structure  and  very  thick  bedded,  varying  in  com-
position,  with  occasional  false  bedding  deeply  excavated,  and  so
forming  deep  ravines  with  lofty  escarpments,  to  the  upper  part_  ot
*hich  series  I  have  given  the  name  of  Hawkesbury  rocks,  owing
to  their  great  development  aloim  the  course  of  the  river  basin  ot
that  name.  These  beds  are  not  less  than  from  800  to  1,000  feet
*  thickness,  containing  patches  of  shale,  occasionally  with  hshes,
^ith  fragments  of  fronds  and  stems  of  ferns,  a  few  pebbles  of  por-
Phyry,  granite,  mi  ferons  slates,  and  assume  in
surface  outline  the  appearance  of  granite,  from  the  materials  ot
Jhich,  and  associated  old  deposits,  they  must  in  part  have  been
derived.  On  the  summit  of  the  Blue  Mountains  and  along  the
Grose  River  the  thickness  of  the  series  is  very  much  greater  than
aearthesea.  Patches  of  very  small  area  contain  bits  of  coal,
carbonate  of  iron,  and  sometimes  represent  miniature  coal  measures.
Jowards  the  base  bands  of  purple  shales  are  frequent,  and  ferri-
ferous  veins  with  specular  iron,  hematite,  iinu-nire.  gmpl.n.-.  -;i"l
Jher  minerals  sometimes  occur  In  places,  as  about  the  'Yellow
**&  n  e  ar  the  upper  Wollombi  River,  in  Ben  Bullen,  and  above
th  edeep  excavation  of  the  Capertee  amphitheatre,  salt  and  alum
are  found  in  cavities  formed  by  decomposition  ;  and  in  other  places,
^  at  Bundanoon  Creek  in  the  Shoalhaven  District,  at  Appm,  and
<*  the  Bulli  escarpment  of  the  Illawarra,  and  at  Pittwater  north
°J  Sydney,  stalactites  have  been  formed  under  similar  circum-
**«*.  There  is  an  enormous  mass  of  brown  iron  ore,  highly
^onized,  partly  worked,  at  Fitzroy,  near  Nattai;  another  on
arcane  Water,  and  a  smaller  patch  on  the  coast,  a  few  miles
2/*  ^Sydney,  and  other  similar  patches  in  intermediate  locali-
**.  These  are  in  part  a  ^  iron  which
tonally  lines  the  joints  of  the  sandstones  close  at  hand  with
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well  formed  ovystak  The  uppermost  beds  of  (1  is  fern  ui
m>  conglomerates,  cxi:i!.it  isolated  >nt

■  ies.  and  have  i  Im.s  been  traced  Lv  '.
.it  inti  r\  d-,  ill  Li  Mi,  Liu  .  u-pui.  s  to  tin-  w,  rd  of  S
from  the  latitude  of  the  Clyde  River  to  that  of  the  Tall-ra^r.
in  certain  localities  within  the  longitude  of  that  line  and  the  coast
In  the  deep  ravines  of  the  Grose  and  Dargau's  Creek,  the  <>i-
eK.-a'l  md  the  other  .vest  ward  of  the  Darling  Caused  \
versed  by  the  Western  Railu  i\  hue,  t  a  1<  j  ire  studded
fantas  pilliu  i  t  -  •  l  v  .  i  t  "  '
architectural  forms.  Similar  forms  cap  the  extension  of  the  c<i;e
range  to  the  head  of  the  Goulburn  River.  Th<  •  t  i
darkening  from  exposure  and  «  dtibitii  _  in  ii  n  ues  of  la  nisi  i  •
sometimes  of  striking  eharater.  Tin;  semi-crystalliie-  frauiw^
quartz  and  the  disposal  of  colours  (suggest,  ing  the  idea  of  the  actio)
of  gases  remoun,  Ui  ferrugiiiou  tint  n  pi  <  )  have  caused  m
believe  that  son.  h  n-nn  in,  i  ,  in  m  o.llr.  .a
the  Hawkesbury  rocks.  The  glistening  of  the
particles  reminds  one  of  the  same  character  oteenaVn  i.  ■
millstone  grit  in  England.  It  is  imp  ..ssihl  ■  to  tin.  rstaud  li
considerable  massi  ,  of  tie  mdstom  i  <  mid  In  <  received  sin  '

crystalline  faces  i  M  «  u  ,1  .  ,  1  '  ,  '  '  1  r
have  been  collected  originally  by  water  lmlditu
By  washing  in  <Kih.  .  •  „  n  i  <»i  tin  ]  mil*-  11
entirely  removed,  and  then  it  is  seen  that  tie  y
tals.  But  the  cementing  matter  is  i.
pathic  cement  holds  tin  m  ti  <_"  tie  i  with  used  inn  i.  mU

acter  of  the  Hawkesbury  rocks  i  tlieii  col,  don.  ^  ^ri^t
Chairman  of  the  Artesian  Well  Board,
we  had  in  procuring  to  ,1s  hard  .  mmgh  to  ,  i,  .
stone  at  the  gaol  in  Sydney.  Tlie  boring  afi<  :'
abandoned,  one  of  the  workmen  precipitating
blocking  the  bore-hole.  Dm  in  .
have  been  h,  K:,,in  in-Uu^
the  largest  block,  l,r.,  1„,  IL  hivivd  to  ata  ins  b\  i"  1  ^  1  ,  1
fall  over  an  ,  ...  /.■,„■„,,  ,Y,i.  "',  4th  **

W-J0etseq.  idel
Extent.—  The  extent  of  tin  formation  ibout  Sydney  ^'

able.  According  ,  ,  f  |  ,  ,'  ,,,|  ,  ,,  ,  •  \
I--  :  '-  -V  ■  •  ..  ...  ,■  ^'  '  '  :■'  -  '  ^  :•

ihozi  i  W  milea  long,  with  a  widtl
mdes.  With  the  exception  of  a  north-west*  n.
narrow  range  extending  ."><)  miles  from  the  mass,  the  w  .^
seems  to  be  between  two  degn  cs  of  latitude.
ward  from  Newcastle  on  the  north,  and  another  w*



Shoalhaven  on  th<  ly  the  whole  of  its  north  and
south  extension.  Asimi!  irlino  north  and  -  nth  !  etween  Sofala  ami
Goulbura  would  be  outside  all  its  western  boundaries,  with  one
small  exception  near  Sofala.  These  boundaries  and  the  actual
extent  and  thickness  of  the  formation,  can  only  be  considered  as
approximate  until  an  actual  survey  can  be  made.  The  geological
map  of  the  Rev.  W.  B.  Clarke  is  only  a  sketch,  in  which  in  the
course  of  time  gr.  !  have  to  be  made.  Thus,
forinstance,  the  same  formation  is  found  at  Dubho  and  along  many
places  on  the  western  plains,  often  of  large  extent,  which  are  not
indicated  on  the  map.  The  Dubl  »  tone  <  i  have  many
plant  remains,  in  which  larg<  and  h.  itirul  sp<  imens  of  Thinn-

feldia  odontopteroides  appear  not  to  be  scarce.  Tliere  are  also  faint
impressions  of  a  leaf  like  <!  ■'..■,■>-.,..'.  ,-.\  \.W.\  midrib  and  oblique
\  'nation  too  faint  for  d  termination.

Gfohyiml  position,—  In  the  whole  of  the  area  tl  le  ci  be  I
the  formation  lies  horizontally  upon  rocks  of  differ  ent  ago  Some

Silurian  rocks.  It  is  overlaid  in'mam  places  by  the  Wiana-
matta  beds,  and  by  basaltic,  or  at  any  rate  volcanic  products,  hut
in  no  place  is  there  u,v  ign  .  ,f  u]  di<  i\  al.  There  are,  however,  at
the  first  Zigzag  very  many  signs  of  a  downcast  or  fault.  There  the

-  :  .
having  the  appearance  of  an  immense  landslip  from  the  failure  or
subsidence  of  the  ground.  1  hied  appears  to
be  bent  down  from  the  main  mas  ,  which  is  cpiite  horizontal.  _

Looking  at  the  appearance  which  the  area  of  this  formation
presents  upon  the  map,  one  is  struck  by  the  great  difference  there
is  between  its  out]  v  other.  The  granite  lies
m  generally  me  ridio  il  lines  i  Silurian  I  Devonian  forms
nearly  the  whole  substratum  of  the  eastern  portion  of  the  con-
tinent.  The  volcanic  is  abrupt  and  irregular,  just  as  we  should
*  from  its  paroxysmal  ori  '"  Kaykesbury
sandstone  form--  •  ar  origin,  ana
I  shall  refer  to  it  again.  .  tt  ,

QtruHfication.--  There  is  onlv  one  point  in  the  description  of  the
«*.  W.  B.  Clark  aendment,  and  that  is  where
h  <>  speaks  of  the  J  .ng  only  occasional.  On  toe
wateary,  f  a  l  se  bedding  is  almost  universal-it  is  the  characteristic
"*  the  formation  in  m  arly  *  \  ery  ]  .  -rtion.  There  are  two  distinct

inc  lines  which  seem  to  divide  the  stoi
D  v  „-  v  arying  thickness.  These  divisions  a

either  mere  partings  or  full  of  a  very  irregularly  or  finely  stratified
***  which  looks  -I  of  I'm  .namslike
*»*■  The  layers  are  also  separated  occasionally  by  red  bands  oi
"oostone,  of  which  more  subsequently.
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Between  these  then  are  finer  lines  of  stratification  which  are
mostly  inclined  to  the  horizon.  They  are  irregular  in  thickness
and  in  dip  :  sometimes  composed  of  coarse  sand  and  sometimes  oi
the  very  finest  dust.  They  are  occasionally  interrupted  by  beta
of  small  pebbles,  always  abraded  and  often  round
the  whole  mass  of  the  sandstone  of  the  Blue  Mountains  the  stone
is  exceedingly  fine-grained,  and  there  are  rarely  any  pebbles  larger
than  a  pea  except  in  the  very  lowest  conglomerates.  None  of  these
finer  strata  extend  from  one  great  subdivision  into  another.  Tie
irregularity  of  the  dip  of  the  false  bedding  is  surprising.  In  a  few
feet  the  dip  will  vary  in  almost  every  direction  and  angle,  though
rarely  at  a  greater  one  than  25  degrees.  I  have  noticed  also
that  often  when  the  angle  is  small  the  sand  is  rather  coarse.
Sometimes  a  series  of  ,trat.-t  with  a  high  angle  will  becuto
above  by  another  series  dipping  on  an  exactly  opposite  direction.
This  gives  rise  to  a  herring-bone  appearance  which  is  often  re-
peated  three  or  four  times  in  the  same  greater  layer.  In  order
prevent  confusion  by  the  frequent  use  of  the  word  strata,  I  ^
call  the  greater  division  Istone  "layers,  an
the  smaller  stratification  "  lamina'.''  Between  the  layers  the*  >»
often  a  shale  or  slate  deposit,  the  lamime  of  which  are  thin,
zontal,  and  rather  difficult  to  trace.  ,  a  ?

The  ferruginous  bands  do  not  always  follow
layers  or  the  lamina;—  they  frequently  d<  ssc.  *id  in
the  stone  in  undulating  line,,  ,„  eirele,,  in  fa  .
shape.  Thev  .  •  than  stains,  seldom  tor*  ?
stripes  or  bands  of  ironstone.  By  ironstone,  I  mean  a  comp*
hard  rock  of  brown  colour,  probably  the  Kmonite  of  i  nun  ^
gists,  and  containing  silicate  and  hj  I  t  1  fer  ox  I  ^
chemical  peculiarities  of  these  stains  and  bands  I  snau
subsequently.  When  examined  by  the  aid  of  the  n^^er
ironstone  is  seen  to  be  a  mass  of  grains  of  sand  cemented  t^  ^
by  a  hmonite  paste,  so  that  the  actual  amount  of  feme  i
small  But  there  are  also  broad  bands  of  red  stone  m
grains  of  sand  can  be  detected.  There  is  one  exp<
cuttings  of  the  second  Zigzag.  It  is  about  3  feet  tlucK  .  y^  g
but  very  irregular  and  undulating,  v>  i
bed  of  shale,  v.  !
the  vegetable  remains  has  been  effected  in  oxydi/mg  w*
wits,  as  I  shall  explain  hereafter.  «,fprence  n*  5

Fos  8  ik.~  In  the  extract  from  Mr.  Clarke's  paper  wier  ^
been  made  to  the  phut  in.pm  .ions  in  this  i-
they  are  mostly  couim.-d  to  the  stems  and  root  -
nopteris  alata,  Brogn.,  has  been  idenl
formation  whence  derived  is  not  stated.  T
roides  has  been  found  near  Mount  Victoria.  There  ar«  ^  ^0
lenticular  masses  of  coal,  or  rather  jet,  in  some  port™



a  coniferous  structure  could  be  made  out  —  at  least  in  some  speci-
mens  from  Double  Bay  which  I  examined.  In  the  same  sandstone
fossil  fishes  have  been  found,  ranging  from  16  feet  below  the
sea  (at  Biloela)  to  over  3,400  feet  on  the  Blue  Mountains.  Two
>]»vi ( .s have been determined, 1 '!> ItL ,■<>!< ,,'is ,;,-,<,■ ><'<tfi's, Egert., and
%riofcpM  Clarkei,  Egert.  The  former  is  not  heterocercal  ;  the

-mined.
At  the  base  of  the  Hawkesbury  sandstone  there  are  thick  beds

of  ironstone,  often  intermingled  with  what  seems  like  a  green  sili-
cate  of  iron.  The  whole  formation  lies  conformably  upon  the  coal
measures.*  The  passage  from  one  to  another  is  almost  imper-
ceptible—it  is  difficult  to  draw  any  well-defined  line.  The  false
bedding  disappears  as  well  as  the  layers,  and  soon  a  very  hard  and
coarse  conglomerate  succeeds,  with  beds  of  shale  and  impure  coal.

Escarpments.  —  A  peculiarity  of  the  Hawkesbury  sandstone  is  its
precipitous  character.  \Yheiv\Vr  it  i-  met  it  is  always  cut  into  abrupt
escarpments  and  presents  precipitous  faces  ;  even  where  outliers  are
seen  on  the  summits  of  hills  they  have  the  same  character,  and,
*hen  the  formation  abuts  on  the  coast,  cliffs  and  gorges  such  as  are
seen  in  Port  Jackson  are  present.  Mount  Pigeon  House,  so
named  by  Cook  from  the  resemblance  of  the  summit  of  this  moun-
tain  to  a  dove-cote,  is  a  ease  in  point  The  cliffs  at  Jervis  Bay,

^"nuinjj  to  the  same  formation,  ai  ■  much  like  those  at  Sydney
Ihvuk  Hocks  Yen  if  •  t'i  ■  H  >  lo-buiysi  Ktone  are  found  in
^>io«s  places  on  the  eastern  side  of  Australia,  and  in  the  interior.

Ji,  'y  are  largely  developed  in  the  neighbourhood  of  the  Endeavour
Kl  ver,  and  northwards  in  Northern  Queensland.  The}'  also  lie  on
a  c°al  formation,  but  not  conformably  ;  but  thev  are  quite  similar  in
character.  They  1  .  a£  fake  bedding
1J  iey  have  also  beds  of  ironstone,  and  are  cut  into  precipitous
^es,  as  in  Sydney.  A  moi  r*s  Nob  is  very
s  «mlar  to  Mount  Pigeon  Horn*.-  :  Mount  Mulligan  is  a  detached
"fountain  of  incline  I  paleozoic  roeks,  perfectly  crowned  with  pre-
cipices  of  horizontal  layers  exactly  like  the  Hawkesbury  sandstone.

Main  Range,  Queensland.—  Along  the  main  range,  between  Bris-
^ne  and  Toowoomba,  nume  •  precisely  likethe
J^kesbury  rocks  are  to  be  found.  Ins,  me  f  luces  they  seem  newer
«*n  the  rocks  of  New  South  Wales,  but  in  others  there  is  no  differ-

,'  '!!"-'!M!n,.  M  an  y  G  f  the  cuttings  and  tunnels  are  just
^e  those  of  the  Blue  Mountains.  At  the  Little  Liverpool  Range,
tKA  a  £  am  at  ^"rphv's  *  is  the  s
"  0u  gk  less  picturesque  t

i  Blue  Mountains  the  sandstone  i



are  built  t

fragments  of  ■

To  the  west  of  the  main  range  in  Queensland
mation  is  frequently  seen  -this  is  Mr.  I  )aintree's  desert  sand-
stone.  After  an  att.  nthe  <  \  imin  -ti.m  «  f  it.  ^ructuiv.  1  cam  '
say  that  I  could  per<  ive  any  in;  ked  differ  ice  in  external  aspect
It  looks  perhaps  a  little  less'  altered,  but  1  Lad  no  opportunity  of
comparing  both  microscopically.  The  d<  i  ulstmie  v  -

into  thin  films  for  t!m  '  -Tr<4y  the  ca«
withtheHawk.  dairy  sandstone.  ']  )ainrrec's  dr>
directly  upon  the  cretaceous  rork  N  and  they  are  tin  >r.  -fur-  pi'"  1

bury  rock,  with  bands  of  ironst<>n<\  f  il  wood,  plant  impi  ^'  ,l!  ;''
and  conglomerates  of  small  pel  >bles.  Tli  two  form  tionsproka
differ  wideh  in  ■  e,  kit  i  ,  o,  e  rail  d  .ubt  tint  the  have  h  •

accumulated  under  p  1  eciMl  }  similar  eruditions.  The  outh.i^

and  wherever  |  I,  and  the  i  t
alv  ty.-.p;  .ent.preeij  :  „  .  1,

Com^tlm  of  th,  Suwtsfn^.—BeioTe  entering  into  any
■
that stting  a  film  < my  of  t
rocks  thin  enough  for  the  microscope.  °  The  rock  is  too  1
and  friable.  Pmt  in  trvin^  experiments  L
think  is  :  .
*touo  from  Muni  P,  ,  h  (th,  .-,iit*id.  brae?  rocks),  and  s

ria,  T  found  that  th.  stone  conswte

~jS3f53S

h " 't 11;ll ' : ' :
-

In  trying
different  in  ae
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3  under  the  same  conditions  and  have  the  same  causes,
has  already  pointed  out  that  they  are  not  marine  ;
too  many  plant  remains  for  that  to  he  the  case.  The

jus  geologist  has,  like  Mr.  Daintree,  BUggwrted  that
be  fresh-water,  the  remains  of  some  immense  fresh-
rhis  I  think  is  also  quite  untenable.  Lacustrine  forma-
»t  at  all  of  this  character.  The  beds  are  horizontal,
iaivous,  and  false  heddin-  is  raiv  ;  besides,  we  should
■et  fresh-water  sheik  which  we  do  net.  This  is  the
*.  Wiananiatta  beds,  which  may  well  have  been  fresli-

Daintree  has  suggested  that  ihe  whole  interior  of
i\  have  been,  in  terti  rytim  s.  a  vast  fresh-water  lake.

We  been.  %h-
gested  ice  action  in  shallow  seas  to  account  for  the  boulders  and
conglomerates.  But  several  other  characters  of  ice  action  are
*-antin  ff  ,  and  in  face  of  the  -"'^  ^l'*  1  .  "
tion  of  the  boulders  can  be  found,  the  ice  theory  will  find  little
support,  especii  dJ  >  to  the  e(  l  uator
and  India.  .  „

Absence  of  upheaval—  One  fact  seems  to  be  lost  sight  of  m  all
these  theories,  and  that  is  that  there  has  been  no  upheaval.  1  Be
beds  are  horizon^  e  has  been  very
little  alteration  of  level  since  they  were  deposited.  This  is  true
wherever  the  formation  is  found:  it  is  a  most  sigmiieant  eaet
connected  with  our  eastern  mountain  range.  The  highest  portions
are  recent  voleai  i.^s,  which  lam-
not  been  upheaved  from  the  sea.  There  has  been  evident  depres-
sion  about  such  places  as  Sydney  Harbour,  but  no  election

.  *«fo  Bay  mnd  dimes.—  In  looking  for  examples  of  this  forma
torn  in  the  Colony  of  Queensland  I  have  seen  one  or  two  phe-
nomena  which  mav  furnish  a  clue  to  the  history  of  these  rocks.
At  a  place  call  ,.  ~.  about  100  miles  north  ot
Cape  Moreton,  there  is  a  formation  of  sand  which  forms  chffs
for  some  3  or  4  miles  on  the  south  side  of  Wide  Bay.  U*»

■■—  boundary  of  the  bay  is  formed  by  two  some  -
'  -al  of  low  land  from  a  low  range  of

■
s^n  vegetation  and  light  timber.  From  the  Avest  end  of  the
Point  the  sand  cliffs  ascend.  Th«  i  are  densely  covered  with  a



high.  On  a  close  examination  the  cliffs  present  exactly  the
appearance  of  the  Hawkesbury  sandstone  except  in  colour,  and
they  are  not  consolidated.  There  are  the  same  undulating  "layers"
of  varying  thickness,  forming  thick  sinuous  marks  upon  the  clifi,
which  can  be  seen  at  a  great  distance.  The  layers  are  entirely
constructed  of  laminae  of  win.  I  .  '.  t."  •  "  !«  ling,  which  dips  at

'  "  t  colour,very  angle  not  outside  30°.  The  layers  are  of  different  c<

l-il.U.u-!
and  they  seem  to  preserve  this  colour  throughout,  giving  tne  euro

"  "  on-like  structure.  Some  are  white,  others  yellow,
and  some  ochreous  red.  The  formation  is  entirely  one  ot  blown
sand.  On  the  surface,  where  tra-trei'  brush  does  not  grow,  the
sand  forms  the  usual  shifting  dunes  of  rounded  outline  and  great
height.  In  places  there  are  sand-slips  on  some  of  the  dunes  where
the  false  bedding  becomes  revealed.  The  undulating  lines  which
separate  the  various  layers  are  found  to  consist  of  decaying  vege-
table  matter,  or  rich  loamy  earth  with  roots,  leaves,  and  hnd-
shdls  intermingled.  They  represent  the  former  surface  of  the
drifting  sand,  where  its  shifting  has  been  stayed  by  the  growth  ot
a  dense  brush.  Thus  it  has  remained  stationary  for  years,  until  a
change  of  wind  or  perhaps  a  bush  tirr  has  brought  the  sand  on  to
the  surface  again  and  overw  helmed  it.  In  part  of  the  brush  there
are  swamps  of  water,  at  least  so  I  was  informed,  but  I  had  not
time  to  examine  them.  ,

Burdekin  River.—  Before  I  point  out  the  application  ot  men
formations  to  explain  the  If-  \  k>  -'■':>•.  *  nu-roi.e.  it  *  "  ,  '  t  ,''
perhaps  to  give  one  or  two  more  illustrations.  In  crossing  tw
Burdekin  "River  in  1879,  at  a  place  close  beside  the  P^**?,
way,  I  noticed  a  hill  of  loose  drift-sand,  not  far  from  the  bed  o
the  river.  It  would  not  have  attracted  my  attention  had  it  no
been  for  the  large  quantities  of  loose  sandy  soil  that  I  touna
many  parts  of  the  banks  of  the  Burdekin.  There  was  no  dou^

composed  of  blown
nvci,  wmoii  is  01  a  very  sandy  bottom
all  the  other  sand  was  derived  in  tne  a

nined  unrvamim  .1  then,  bu.  c->
came  by  the  m  -  been  te&W*
away  for  the  ^uttfol  ■*£
The  appearances  u'n  pm-i-U  tie  -  ,trl„  Havvkesburyja^

lammW,  with  n  faL  H  b.''  (  l'l'i,  T^Yv^n  t'l,!'  Vavi  .  wl  ^  rl  >"  !l  .  i[  ^

been  cut  down  I  v.  as  abl.-'tr,  s,-,  -,,1  1  1,  .structure  than**,  b»
hillsat  Double  Maud  hum.  The  lamina  not  only  dipp*  ^

every  angle  from  horizontal  to  about  23°,  but  also  w  ^
direction  according  to  the  wind.  Another  very  interesting^

here.  There  were  large  flat  or  row*

y  p-.it,
this  h

and  'so  I  supposed  that
me  manner.  My  W*
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pebbles  in  horizontal  lines  in  this  hill,  generally  near  the  layers.
When  I  say  large,  I  mean  large  considering  the  wind  origin  of  the
hill.  None  were  over  2  inches  square  or  thicker  than  £  an
inch,  at  least  none  that  I  saw,  but  they  were  numerous.  The
edges  were  rounded  but  this  may  have  been  because  they  came
from  the  river-bed.  Again,  the  laminae  were  of  various  degrees
of  coarseness,  some  being  very  fine  and  others  quite  a  coarse  sand,
just  as  if  it  had  been  sifted.  I  was  able  to  account  for  this  by
what  I  witnessed.  The  wind  was  blowing  in  gusts  from  the  east,
as  it  usually  does  in  the  October  mornings  about  11  or  12  in
the  day.  I  noticed  that  where  a  stroncr  gust  came  it  carried  all
before  it,  even  removing  some  of  the  small  stones  ;  but  when  the
breeze  was  gentle  only  the  fine  sand  would  be  removed,  leaving  a
layer  of  coarser  particles.  So  that  in  reality  the  coarse  sand
represented  the  sifting  effect  of  light  breezes  rather  than  the
heavier  winds.  I  noticed  here  how  the  wind  formed  the  laminre.
Strong  breezes  caused  a  stoop  <ii:'  in  th  ■  drj  <>sition,  and  the  length
of  the  laminae  depended  upon  them,  so  that  these  lamina;  rise
and  fall  according  to  the  velocity  of  the  breeze  somewhat  in  the
manner  of  a  wind-  ,.il  ;-■!  f.  r'puinps.  Other  facts  brought  to
light  by  this  small  eolian  sand-hill  I  shall  refer  to  by-and-by.  I
fully  ascertained  before  leaving  the  spot  that  the  hill  had  been
formed  by  the  wind,  and  not  by  the  overflow  of  the  river.  In
fact  it  was  a  mo  -,  :  ta  position  con-
siderably  in  the  inT.  ■]■-«  :.l  <.f  >b<>rt  \bdt-,  during  which  there  had
Wn  no  flood  in  the  river.  Beds  of  river-borne  sand  have  quite  a
different  structure.  It  must  be  remarked  that  the  bed  of  the
Burdekin  hereabouts  is  a  flat  channel  about  half  a  mile  wide.  In
this  there  are  two  or  three  narrow  and  deep  streams  of  water
40  or  50  yards  wide.  The  rest  of  the  bed  is  dry  for  the  greater
Part  of  the  year,  and  covered  with  rocks  and  loose  drifting  sand
A  great  many  1  accumulate  on
its banks.

Pliocene  aerial  sands  on  the  S.  Coast.  —  Another  instance  can
J«  seen  on  the  south  coast  of  Australia.  It  has  been  described  in
"'""Ueologi,.,-,!  uW  n  ttinus  in  South  Australia,"  from  localities
*here  it  is  well  e  ,.  Grant,  near  Portland,  in
>«*ona,  and  at  Guichen  Bay,  in  South  Australia.  But  it  also
jPpears  in  patches  all  along  the  south  coast,  from  Port  Phillip  to
^e  mouth  of  the  river  Murray,  and  always  in  connection  with
^d  dunes.  ]  t  was  thus  d.-Wribed  in  the  work  referred  to.
jajmd  the  coast  a  rock  of  dark  brown  colour  is  found  to  occur  m
PMches  of  a  rough  and  compact  character  ;  at  times  it  forms
^  chffs  of  considerable  height,  and  there  it  is  seen  to  the  best
t^antage.  At  a  distance  one  would  imagine  the  rock  to  be
J"Wed  into  large  strata  H  or  16  feet  thick  j  on  a  closer  mspec-
**  toother  kind  of  Gratification  ii  discernible,  In  addition  to



the  great  divi  :  one  would  almost
suppose  that  they  were  huge  slabs  of  rock  laid  upon  one  another,
the  strata  them  m  1  <  ->  <  <  tii  I;  mad  up  of  false  bedding  Ti-

ne^r  continuous  an-o^  the  -n  it  hoax  The  material  of  tie
rock  appears  like  a  sandstou  icroscope  is  seen  to
consist  of  fragments  of  shells  and  shore  debris,  with  grains  i  ii  I
siliceous  sand  and  sponge  spiculae  intermingled.  There  are  no
fossils,  or  at  least  thev  are  rare.  Professor  R.  Tate,  who  first
asserted  the  formation  to  he  eolian,  found  small  shells  in  portions,
and  these  were  land  shells—  not  marine,  and  of  the  kind  now
existing  on  the  coast.  When  1  tfvsi  iw  this  deposit  I  imagined
it  to  have  been  derived  from  marine  currents  ;  hut  a  better
knowledge  of  the  floor  of  I  b  iat  marine  currents
do  not  leave  such  stratification.  Besides  the  land  shells,  and  the
fact  that  the  strata  show  ]
sequent  years,  by  various  s
only  an  indurated  portion  of  the

iated.  It  is
wind  alone.  The  only  difference  between  this  rock  and  m
Hawkesbury  sandstone  is,  thai  it  contains  a  large  quantity  ot
lime,  with  brown  coal  occasionally.  .  ..

Bermuda  sawUhu,  ,.-  In  i!„'  Mauds  of  Bermuda  a  sunilM
formation  is  met  with.  Although  generally  very  low,  some  part
of  these  islands  rise  to  250  feet  above  the  sea-level,

;..
illine.  It  consists  of  beds  wtuen

sand  dunes  with  which  in*
reck  and  is  stratified  by  the

besides,  with  much  false  beddin-  ]  -  '  -  '  1  -'  !  '  ''  '  ,
doubt,  by  a  long  <  that  J"*"?
are  all  due  toti.  d  from  the  bewfc
and  which  itseli  >ral  and  shells.  The  ,  rain**
solves  portions  ,.  l  this  hm***
at  Bermuda,  as  well  as  in  '"  bob»?  [
of  Au.t!  dia.  v.  b  iv.  thn  ,.  mul'u]  i  -i  il  '-J  litic  concretions  wn
look  like  roots,  in  Bermuda  1  he  aerial  rock  contains  a  red  e  ^
some  2  feet  thick  under  (  oral  i.xk,  and  n  tin-  on  *  >  M  e
'•ah-areous  sandstone,  prtbabjy  due  to  the  decomposition  ol

Aerial  orljin  of  Havh  */,„;-,/  wrls.—Wo  see  from^
trations  what  ,,  ,.;..,]  (ll  -  wind-blown  r*£
They  are  desti-  d-shells  or  plant  rem*
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lar^o  irregular  undulati:

Now  I  am  prepared  to  maintain  rha
to  eolian  rocks,  and  is  never  foui

know  of  no  marine  fori  i  ilion  which

tli  natu.ro  of  th.-  rook,  marine  m
deposits.  In  all  the  records  of  deep-
an  azoic  formation  has  never  been  ft
sea  had  foraminifera,  and  it  nee*
■■  "  ■  there  can  be  no  question  of  i

■

and  san.lv.  with  frequent  changes  of  mirna.d  oh;  -  ■■-  -.  and
last  of  all  show  alternations  of  marine,  la  h.  and  in-mwao  r
remains,  with  deposits  of  fine  alluvial  mud.  And  I  might  here
point  out  the  diffic  ;  ro  account  for
a  deposit  which  is  found  all  over  Australia.  Where  did  the
estuaries  or  rivers  lead  to  or  come  from  under  such  a
Look  again  at  the  ana  of  the  formation  upon  the  Blue  Moun-
tains.  What  kind  of  an  e  would  that  be  *
Way,  the  Amazon  or  La  Plal  mce  be  f  lde  "*
Fi  llv,  t-L-  tLt  ki  o  n  ^  as  those  of
V  '  Liu  or  what  is  Lett  till.,  i  tl

*yd  fchefresl  i  iterior.  lms  L

idings,"

on-  with  fre
;rata.  If  by  v.

T.',  7  '?"-'  ■'  ■■  1  -  er  donatio

*;  ^  oriyin.  'I  Mubree  and  Phillips  have
sh  ^n,  I  think,  rue  sand  breaks
''■I*  after  a  certain  distance  into  a  certain  fineness,  and  after  this
f  ***  not  br.  Pigments  always
■  "-i  Ou  ir  ai  .  !>aubree  enclosed  angular

*£*?  S  °  f  granite  hl  '"  «  '  ;  c  -  vIlml1  r  witl1  WatCr  '  aUd  C
progress  is  _  of  about  60  yards  a

After  the  fragments  had  traversed  a  distance  equal  to
ab  °ut  20  miles  ti;  i  ion  in  the  tube  of  gravel,



loam,  and  sand.  The  latter  was  never  in  larger  grains  than  a
quarter  of  a  millimetre  in  diameter,  but  always  in  angular  frag-
ments.  The  felspar  had  disappeared,  the  sand  was  consequently
entirely  quartzose  with  a  few  scales  of  mica.

Messrs.  Sorby  and  Phillips  have  both  made  sand  particles  the
subject  of  special  study.  The  latter  has  found  that  wind-blovn
sands  have  the  grains  nearly  all  rounded,  especially  if  they  have
been  exposed  to  the  action  of  the  wind  for  any  time.  The  sandssposed  to  the  action  ot  the  wind  tor  any  tune,  xne  su

Egyptian  deserts  are  all  rounded.  On  the  other  hand,  5
jrnuiips  has  found  that  fine  sands  taken  from  the  beds  of  strea^
are  always  angular,  and  this  even  where  there  is  good  proof
that  they  have  been  borne  great  distances  by  the  water.  The
explanation  of  this  fact  seems  easy  to  find.  In  the  air  there  is
nothing  to  prevent  the  friction  of  the  particles  on  one  another,  and
in  water  there  is  scarcely  any  impact  or  friction  at  all.  At
the  end  of  this  paper  will  be  found  all  the  observations  which  1
have  been  able  to  make  on  this  subject.  As  a  rule  I  can  confirm
the  conclusions  of  Mr.  Phillips.  I'have  microscopically  examined
all  sands  from  all  the  rivers  mid  creeks  I  have  come  across,  U»
smaller  particles  are  never  entirely  rounded  unless  the  fragments
are  derived  from  a  sandstone  which  was  itself  composed  ot
rounded  particles.  On  the  other  hand,  some  wind-blown  sand,
especially  that  composing  sand  dunes,  is  altogether  abraded.  1J»
is  well  seen  in  the  sand  which  forms  the  dunes  at  Moore  JW
Waverley,  and  Bondi.  Some  yellow  sand  from  the  inner  beacfi
Manly,  which  is  no  doubt  derived  from  the  sandstone  cnns^
is  nearly  all  composed  of  abrad-d  panicle,  but  there  are  angwai
siliceous  particles  occasionally  which  I  shall  subsequently  exp

It  will  be  remarked  that  I  have  said  some  ™  nd  "  Dl  f  ^y
are  abraded,  because  the  grains  composing  the  hillock  ai
referred  to  on  the  Burdekin  River  were  not  at  all  abraded.  ^
particles  with  very  few  exceptions  were  quite  angular.  They
been  brought  from  the  river-bed  at  no  great  distance,  and  flau
been  much  blown  about.  I  think  it  is  only  in  the  case  ot  ^
blown  sand,  long  exposed  in  loose  drifting  masses,  that
expect  to  find  all  the  particles  abraded.  Then  again,  roc^
posed  of  fine  aerial  dust,  as  some  of  the  Hawkesbury  f**"*^.
have  been,  will  show  little  of  their  origin  except  in  their  si
cation.  _  t]je

Natwre  of  the  sand.—  Now,  in  applying  these  pn  1  "  5  ?  1  *  hiA
Hawkesbury  sandstone  we  find  we  are  stopped  by  a  dhhcul  tv  ^
the  age  of  the  sandstones  would  lead  us  to  expect.  The  ^  fereEC  e
been  completely  altered  by  internal  metamorphism-  *  on
is  made  by  Mr.  Clarke  to  this,  and  to  the  crystalline  J**
portions  of  the  rock.  Any  one  passing  across  the  Blue  Mo*^  ^
cannot  fail  to  have  noticed  the  sparkling  of  the  sandstone  ^  tf



minute  quartz  crystals  whose  facets  stud  the  surface  of  the  stone.
H.-'  ferruginous  stains  on  the  rock  and  the  bands  of  ironstone

will  also  show  that  another  kind  of  nn  tamorphism  has  been  going
"ii.  Water  percolating  through  the  stone  has  affected  the  felspar
grains  which  largely  entered  into  the  composition  of  these  sands,
the  iron  they  contained  has  been  converted  into  the  reddish  -lm.nni
peroxide  which  forms  the  ferruginous  bands  and  stains.  Much  of
the  excess  of  silica  has  crystal  itals,  or  formed  a
siliceous  cement  around  other  grains  and  made  the  rock  harder
and  more  compact.  Thus,  in  some  portions  of  the  stone  which  I
examined,  partly  rounded  grains  could  be  seen  with  minute  crys-
tals  upon  them,  while  other  fragments  c
two  or  three  grains  c
*as  never  able'to  obtain  a  portion  of  this  :
hard  to  bear  grinding  down  into  a  section  for  the  microscope.  On
r  'i<'  other  hand,  the  rock,  even  in  the  softest  or  most  friable  por-
tions,  can  never  be  broken  up  so  as  to  separate  the  constituent
grains.  But  after  having  examined  a  very  large  number  of  speci-
mens  of  stone  fin  ken  from  widely  separated
localities,  I  am  of  opinion  that  it  lias  originally  been  formed  of
abraded  grains  of  sand,  or  of  fine  dust,  such  as  we  might  expect
from  an  aerial  deposit.  In  some  «  is.-s  the  sands  derived  from  the
fathering  of  the  rock  bear  this  out,  as.  for  instance,  the  marine
gnds  about  the  Heads,  whi.  ;  derived  from  the
Uawkesbury  rocks.  Let  it  be  remarked  that  abrasion  in  this
^cannot  be  from  marine  action,  as  the  sands  collected  by  me
in  other  places,  and  derived  from  such  rocks  as  granite,  wen:  not
wall  abraded,  though  thev  had  e\  identlv  been  Ion-  exposed  to  the
jcium  of  the  surf.  Sands  deri  ring  of  the  same
lovmation  in  other  places,  sm  h  \i  in:  \  t  ia,  Lapstone  Hill,
«W  the  second  Zigzag,  were  not  all  abraded  ;  but  the  grains  were

,l,  *'  s  with  large  crystals  of  quartz  in  the  midst;  in  fact  some
jams  were  more  or  less  alter  line,  but  there

ere  evidences  of  -  _  ;<  ;,,  m  anv  rounded  grains.

w  7f  s  <  v  »  underpinned  li-ht  mmuc-  of  the  larger  fragments
.  '■'  I  )'-mf,-t  their  compound  eh,  tractor,  and  bv  watching  the

t  as  the  Niehol  prisms  were  revolved,  the  forms  of
e  rounded  grains  embedded  in  transparent  silica  could  be  made

,  '•  .1  also  ,ma-ined  tliat  iu  the  ridl  ];  ,  v  f  colours  under
SS?J£  t  -l  '  ■">  ,h  v  1  .  ,r
tmn  'I  iCa  :  •  but  ]  wl  "  it0  wlt  Wd  ~

■•  as  J  h:i.i  no  rei-uiintv  that  the  specimens  thus
tbanS  1  d  W6re  ahvavs  hvalite  ;  at  'l  -ast  1  had  no  other  test
Was  1  V  1  ^  snow  ed  the  same  rich  and  varied  colouring  which
are  ^T  1  *™***  ty  hyalite.  The  grains  imbedded  in  ironstone
micrl  P  reserv  ed,  and  admit  of  being  seen  in  thin  films  by  the

0Sc  °P  e  -  Whene  they  have  not  been  decomposed  they  are  all



Iven  grains  of
:  thus  affected.  With  a  high  magnifying  power  the

minute  pits  and  scratches  can  be  seen.  This  can  only  be  due  to
aerial  action.  Water,  as  we  have  seen,  does  not  produce  this.  In
all  the  fine  water-borne  sands  that  I  have  examined  the  particles

were  angular  and  not  abraded.
The  reason  why  the  sands  derived  from  the  Hawkesbury  rocks

are  occasionally  so  little  like  the  original  constituents,  is  ^^^
they  are  the  result  of  decomposition  from  a  rock  often  composed
of  tine  dust,  which  has  now  become  compact.*  When  granite
decomposes,  the  sand  resulting  does  not  consist  of  separate  crystals
of  quartz,  felspar,  and  mica,  but  rather  the  angular  grains  contain
portions  of  each  of  these  minerals.  This  I  have  seen  from  the
microscopic  examination  of  manv  sp.-  (
gathered  in,  H.v.i,-;';

sandstones  do  not  decompose  into  theii
rather  into  the  fragments,  according  as  tho\  are  a
ing  •  that  is  of  course  when  they  have  become  metamorphosed  in
a  i  ard  -oinpact  siliceous  r.  ck.  '  lint  there  are  very  many  portions
of  the  Hawkesbury  sandstone  where  the  metamorphism  is  no
complete  and  the  eolian  character  of  the  -rains  is  quite  um  '
This  is  everywhere  tin  ,,n-  in  a  very  similar  formation  on  the  2M
Range  between  Brisbane  and  the  Darling  Downs,  and  again  a
intermediate  range  called  the  Little  Liverpool  Rai  -
sandstom  torn  i  i  ,  i  hundred  feet  thick  f  can  ^-  ^
n«'t  1  iin<  4  -  positively  about  the  age  of  this  range,  except  tna  .  s
older  than  tlm  tertiary  lavas,  and  von
upon  which  it  rests.  '  It  has  not'  been  upheaved,  but  is  suuy.
horizontal  layers  of  sandstone  exactly  like  the  Hawkesbury  ^
It  was  considered  by  Daintree  as  desert  sandstone.  iue  ^
coarse  in  places,  and  consists  of  light  brown  opaque  parfcci  ,  ^

cemented  together  with  opaque  -
I  I'ticl  s  are  nearly  all  abraded,  and  some  quite  rounaeu^

composed  of  ■■  similar  rock,  five
ss.  It  is  quite  horizontal  and  abrupt,  bu  »  .
by  the  outpouring  of  lava  which  has  cove

feet  in  thickness.
much  mo

Recent  conUifn.,.rnnf  <.L*.  ran'  ions.—  Mr.  J.  A  "  ^Tho*
shown  in  his  p:
a  large  number  of  the  carboniferous  I

stones  are  composed  almost  entirely  of  quartz  crystals^^__^

*  In  the  examination  of  sands  L-

-  -"
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been  produced  in  situ.  Numerous  fine-grained  sandstones,  parti-
cularly  among  those  of  Triassic  age,  arc  composed  of  quartz  graina
so  completely  rounded  as  under  the  microscope  to  resemble  water-
worn  pebbles.  These  grains  are  variously  coloured  red  or  brown
by  variously  hydrated  oxides  of  iron  ;  in  some  cases,  minute  per-
fectly  formed  and  ut  crystals  of  quartz  have
been  developed  on  their  surfaces.  He  further  adds  that,  on
examining  a  considerable  number  of  modern  sands,  none  of  them
except  such  as  had  been  long  subjected  to  the  wearing  effects  of
wind  action,  were  found  to  resemble  those  of  the  "  millet-seed"
sandstones.  Those  which  resembled  them  most  were  blown  desert
sands.  In  the  discussion  which  ensued  on  this  paper,  Mr.  Blandford
said  that  some  years  ago  he  had  examined  the  Indian  desert,  and
found  the  grains  of  sand  well  rounded.  They  were  mostly  of
quartz,  with  a  few  felspar  gra  I  of  hornblende.
The  strongest  wind  there  blows  from  the  west"  The  sands  had
come  from  the  coast  and  the  river  Indus.  He  further  stated  that
*'"'  sands  appeared  to  be  unst  ratified,  and  this  1  can  confirm  in  the
appearance  of  all  desert  sands,  but  when  a  section  is  made  the
Peculiar  false  bedding  is  lmm.-diateh  seen.  Mr.  Kutley  on  the
same  occasion  called  attention  to  the  presence  of  felspar  on  many  of
we  sandstones  dea  that  it  was  quite  possible
:  *A  sandstones  to  be  changed  into  felstone.  There  was  often

'  dirii.  du  in  distinguishing  between  the  finer  grained  igneous

-To  sum  up  these  facts  :  I  may  state  that  o
^proved  that  wind-blown  action  seems  alone  competent  to  round
Sjwnsof  sand;  angular  fragments  of  quartz  Laving  a  diameter
'>_  less  than  A,  of  an  inch  remain  unrounded  by  the  long  con-
«*ued  action  ot  currents,  or  I  .  n  of  breakers
«ter  many  years  .  yet  the  rounded  c  i  mracte  r  of  the  fragments  of  a

i,ow  n  sandstom  i,  often  difficult  of  detection  in  a  compact
'  "  -which  has  undergone  internal  metamorphism.

"  n..w  come  to  the  inquiry  as  to  the  causes  of  those  peculiar
.  h  as  the  false  bedding,

e  layers,  and  the  ironstone  bands  and  concretions.
noticed  that  the  angle

«aeu  by  the  laminations  never  exceeds  a  certain  value.  This
sand  6  *°  ^  faCt  that  rom  ''  1  "'-  "  r  'ndeed  small  particles  of
of  I-™  any  kind  '  when  P  ei-  fectlv  dry,  have  a  definite  angle
dife  ?'  Thl  *  angIe  is  about  3  °  Q  -  With  wet  sand  {t  is  entirel  y
satu^ed  wi^  l  l  e  at  any  anglG  aS  l0ng  aS  {t  i8  1  n0t  c  T?t  ly
domi  m01sture  '  so  as  to  gi  ve  the  particles  perfect  free
fcereL^  111  ^  °  ne  U  P°  n  another  i  while  mere  dampness  would
^creasf*  1  J,°  hesive  force  antl  theu  the  an  g  le  of  repose  would  be
&Qot?  ,  P  ressure  also  of  the  grains  of  sand  in  dry  masses

airect  b  «t  lateral.  The  angle  at  which  the  laminae  dip  is
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therefore  not  so  much  an  index  of  the  force  of  the  wind  as  of  the
quantity  of  sand  conveyed  by  it.  A  slight  steady  breeze  blowing
for  a  day  in  one  direction  would  tend  to  carry  a  good  deal  of  sand,
which  as  it  heaped  up  in  the  places  where  it  was  deposited  would
slip  down  to  the  angle  of  repose  just  as  we  see  happening  in  an
hour-glass.  But  if  the  sand  were  very  equally  distributed  by  a
strong  wind  which  tended  to  smooth  down  rather  than  to  accumu-
late  heaps,  then  the  angles  of  repose  might  be  very  low.  I  regard
the  laminae  as  the  result  of  periods  of  rest  in  the  sand-drifts,  and
the  thickness  and  direction  as  indications  either  of  the  duration

or  quarter  of  the  wind.  ..
Since  my  attention  has  been  directed  to  this  I  have  carefully

examined  every  sand-heap  that  came  under  my  observation,  ana
also  noted  the  effect  of  the  wind  upon  them.  I  had  a  gooa
opportunity  for  this  at  several  of  the  coral  islands  inside  tne
Barrier  Reef.  Most  of  them  are  formed  of  a  fine-grained  cal-
careous  sandstone,  partly  cemented  by  the  water  and  partly  ctruw
by  the  wind.  At  Low  Island  I  remained  a  week,  and  on  mj
arrival  noted  the  height  and  dimensions  of  a  small  heap  ot  sam
which  was  forming  under  the  shelter  of  some  drift-wood,  bj
planting  sticks  at  various  places  in  the  heap  I  was  able,  not  only
to  measure  each  day's  accumulation,  but  also  the  results
change  of  wind  or  a  calm.  It  was  at  the  end  of  the  montn  o

us  and  changes  of  direction,  aim  w~
sandhill  was  only  a  few  feet  lugba^d

a  few  hundred  yards  in  superficial  area,  with  a  steep  tace  o  ^
leeward  side.  There  were  two  long  tongues  of  sand  on
tremities  which  each  day's  accumulation  brought  further  ana  i  -j
out  I  found  that  the  greatest  accumulation  on  any  one  j  ^
about  7  inches.  This  was  during  a  light  constant  bree  •  ^
cutting  into  that  day's  deposit  it  was  found  to  be  formea  ^  l
or  five  thin  laminse  irregularly  dipping  at  an  angle  o  -j
could  not  account  for  the  division  into  lamina,  but  i  ■  ^
that  they  represented  lulls  in  the  wind.  Again,  on  anoi

very  unsteady  both  in  torce  an  g  ,
how  much  had  accumulated.  <£  ^  ^

section  through  the  day's  work  the  lamina?  were  ^
extremely  thin,  almost  in  fact  like  the  leaves  of  a  do  -^  ^
dipped  in  every  direction  and  were  inclined  at  various  o  ^  tf
they  differed  in  the  degrees  of  coarseness.  The  coarser  ^^
I  have  already  observed,  are  not  so  much  due  to  in  .^
breeze  as  to  the  faint  ones,  which  carry  away  the  ligw*  *j  ffa  s
from  a  layer  of  sand,  leaving  the  coarser  grams  be  .  ^d
surprised  to  find  in  ri.i-  small  -.n.dhill  rather  heavy  &  ^
fragments  of  coral,  but  I  soon  saw  that  what  ft  PP^°  rf  the  B*'*
wind  easily  carries  such  fragments  along  the  sand.  &om
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on  these  islands  has  become  converted  into  a  calcareous  sandstone,
in  which  both  marine  and  land  shells  are  embedded.  These  islands
abound  with  Helix  Fosteriana,  FiY,  ,  whieh  is  a  u'ood-sized  but  very
light  shell.  It  is  to  be  remarked  that  though  the  sand  on  these
vaiMs  is  white  yet  the  rocks  derived  from  them  are  of  a  deep  brown
colour,  -which  is  the  ease  with  all  rocks  derived  from  coral  that  I
have  seen.  It  is  also  the  case  with  calcareous  aerial  rocks  generally.

hemivation.  —  It  -occurredtomethat  the  causeof  lamination  might
he  explained  by  experiment.  I  had  noticed,  in  watching  the  accu-

sation  of  heaps  of  sand  in  an  hour-glass  or  in  a  common  egg-boiler,
that  the  sand  formed  a  narrow  pyramid  on  which  the  lighter
particles  gathered  for  a  time  into  a  little  pinnacle  of  sand  and  then
suddenly  slipped  down  ;  thus  the  grains  became  distributed  by  a
series  of  sandslips.  Perhaps  then  a  record  of  these  slips  could  be
preserved  by  using  different-coloured  sand.  For  this  purpose  I
stained  a  quantity  of  fine  sand  with  two  or  three  different  dyes.
Tsing  a  very  fine  pipette  glass  fixed  to  a  stand,  I  let  the  sand  fall
through  on  to  a  board.  As  soon  as  a  sand-slip  occurred  I  changed
the  colour.  When  a  considerable  heap  had  accumulated,  I  damped
the  centre  and  made  a  careful  section  with  a  piece  of  card.  A  beauti-
ful  series  of  laminations  were  exposed  to  view,  the  most  of  them
having  an  angle  of  about  30°  By  covering  the  whole  with  red  sand,
and  then  varying  the  experiment  so  as  to  draw  the  glass  gradually
along  and  give  rise  to  sand-slips,  first  in  one  direction  and  then  in
another,  a  section  was  produced  which  gave  a  tolerably  fair  illus-
tration  of  a  layer  wdth  false  bedding  at  opposite  angles,  or  as  we
frequently  see,  "herring-bone"  lamination.

Wet  sand,  of  course,  may  lie  at  a  much  higher  angle.  In
those  cases  where  estuarine  deposits  are  found  to  be  inclined,  they
^ve  a  constant  angle  which  is  often  as  high  as  40°.  Generally
*peakmg,  the  layers  of  clay  and  shingle  are  perfectly  horizontal,
the  mode  of  deposition  of  deltas  from  fluvial  or  estuarine  remains
s  Perfectly  understood.  They  are  composed  of  regular  beds  of

™h  alluvium  and  water-worn  gravel.  A  section  through  the  de-
pit  at  Lake  Geneva  at  the  mouth  of  the  Arve  shows  occasionally
wcuned  beds,  but  the  angle  is  regular,  and  at  the  length  of  half  a

le  they  become  perfectly  horizontal.  There  is  no  resemblance
^  een  the  Hawkesbury  sandstone  lamination  and  that  of  an
_•  narine  deposit,  even  if  the  area  did  not  totally  prevent  such  a
?rt  ^  In  the  Arve  delta  >  of  course  >  there  are  man  y  fresn  -

«r  shells  and  alluvial  remains  of  fresh-water  plants  and  debris
■lZ  }  m  ^  *  do  not  th^k  it  possible  to  account  for  some  of  the
then  T  !  ammation  ^  the  Hawkesbury  rocks  except  by  supposing
m  i?  j  lals  to  have  accumulated  as  fine  aerial  dust.  Water  of

J*md  must  have  deposited  it  in  a  different  manner.
W^«  he  °  ther  ha  nd,  at  Bermuda,  as  already  stated,  the  late  Sir

Jmie  Vinson  gives  an  account  of  a  formation  at  those  islands
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to  which  I  have  already  referred.  It  is  formed  of  very  fine  sand
accumulated  by  the  wind,  and  cemented  by  the  slow  infiltration
of  water.  In  a  short  time  the  whole  of  this  will  be  a  hardened
rock,  and  if  tin-
be  lost,  it  might  easily  be  regarded  as  a  marine  rock,  wen  it
that  the  deposit  is  full  of  the  trunks  of  cedar  trees  which  the  wind
has  blown  down  and  mingled  with  the  mass.  I  have  very  little
doubt  that  much  of  the  interior  of  Australia  is  composed  of  wind-
blown  sand  to  a  considerable  depth.  In  1863  I  was  able  to
examine  a  section  of  a  well,  sunk  in  a  sandy  heath-like  country
about  300  feet  above  the  level  of  the  sea.  There  was  90  feet  of
laminated  yellow,  white,  and  red  sands,  resting  upon  n—iiif  '•
miocene  rock.  The  beds  were  in  layers  and  laminations  just  like
the  Hawkesbury  rock,  except  that  they  were  quite  loose,  and  not
aggregated  together.  This  was  on  the  edge  of  the  Murray  Desert,
where  there  arc  tracts  of  sand-hills  100  feet  and  more  in  h  -
covered  with  a  light  growth  of  heath-like  vegetation,  of  which
Lepidospermum  lanuginosum  ~

"  in  the
off,  and  th

found  in  large  tracts  much  below  the  level  of  the
then  there  is  a  stiff  clay  with  swampy  land.  A  sufficient  accumu-
lation  of  such  deposits,  hardening  by  lapse  of  time  into  ston,
would  give  rise  to  a  depo.dt  evaetly  like  the  Hawkesbury  rocK
The  fine  mud  of  the  clay-pans  in  such  country  which  retains
rains  which  fa!  U  in  ter  is  often  covered  over  in
wind-drifted  sands.  This  perfectly  represents  the  curious  strati^
masses  found  between  the  layers  in  the  Blue  Mountains.

Ironstone—  The  ironstone  bands  and  marking
cupy  our  attention.  As  already  observed,  these  form  a  cbaraj  ^
istic  feature  in  the  Hawkesbury  sandstone.  The  rings  ot  nw  fc
brown  hydrated  peroxide  of  iron  and  the  thick  I
most  of  the  formation  cannot  fail  to  arrest  the  attention  j  "

moreover,  not  only  a  feature  in  the  Hawkesbury  rocks,  M^
in  these  laminated  sandstones  wherever  they  are  found,  neS)
Darling  Range,  Little  Liverpool  Range,  Dalrymple  san  ^
desert  sandstones,  &c.  Our  inquiry  here  is  limited  to  tne  ^
from  which  these  ores  of  iron  are  derived,  and  how  tney

come  to  be  hydrated  peroxides  as  we  find  them.  ^^rocfe
As  to  the  sources,  there  can  be  no  doubt  thatthesandot  tne*  ^

has  not  been  entirely  siliceous.  It  is  often  s
now,  of  fragm  t  t  .  .  f  1  ;  i  ml  fragments  c
and  other  derive.  I  minerals.  Hornblende  dykes  are  to  ^  d  7blowa
penetrated  many  of  the  older  rocks  from  which  theses  ^  j,
materials  have  been  derived.  In  some  hornblende  roc

ld0  Steven

e found jo *»

sometimes  as  much  as  14  per  c
According  1



Bischof,  there  is  no  silh  ate  in  whi<  i.  sili  it  ■  of  iron  does  not  enter.
Proto-silicate  of  iron  or  green  earth  is  fmuid  in  drusy  cavities  of

phyry,  and  forming  a  coating  upon  chalcedony.  Another  source
of  iron  is  that  much  of  the  carboniferous  rocks  from  which  SUM
of  this  sand  has  been  derived  is  coloured  green  by  proto-silicate
of  iron.  It  is  important  to  observe  that  the  iron  in  these  cases
is  in  the  form  of  a  protoxide,  and  either  colourless,  bluish,  or
trreenish  in  tint.  There  is  a  powerful  affinity  between  silica  and
pmtoxide  of  iron.  The  alkaline  silicates,  says  I  iischof,*  convert
carbonate  of  iron  in  water  into  protosili  at<  of  iron.  The  green
earth  contains  these  silicates  of  iron  and  water,  and  gradually
converts  them  into  a  persilicate.  The  reduction  of  persilicate  into
f»  |!'.  tn>ili»;ue  and  its  conversion  into  carbonate  of  iron  has  been
proved  by  Gustav  Bischof  's  experiments,  f  It  followed  from  his
investigations  that  decomposing  organic  substances  in  the  presence
of  carbonic  acid  reduced  hydraled  peroxide  of  iron  to  protoxide,
and  also  persilicate  of  iron  into  protosilieate  and  carbonate  of  iron.
In  most  of  the  ironstone  bands  thin  cti<  s  pi  e  d  undt  r  micro-
scope  showed  round  red  ferric  oxide.  These

^presented  grains  of  some  highly  ferruginous  mineral,  entirely
""•"lnposed  by  water  and  carbonic  acid.

lhese  chemical  :  ,>re  significant  bv  making
;  :  -  "I  Mr.  Sterry  Hunt's  .  :  The  chemist
mows  that  the  iron  as  diffused  in  the  rocks  exists  chiefly  in
combination  with  oxygon,  with  which  ii  forms  two  principal  com-
pounds,  the  first  or  pint..  \idi  »\hnh  N  1.  \  soluble  in  waters
"npregnated  with  carbonic  acid  and  other  feeble  acids  ;  and  the
«cond  or  peroxi.  1  ,  the  same  liquids.  I  do  not
ft  ere  speak  of  the  magnetic  oxide,  which  may  be  looked  upon  as
*  compound  of  the  other  two.  neutral  a,  1  indifferent  to  the  most
natural  chemical  agencies.  The  combinations  of  the  first  oxide  are
X  r  r  0l0UrleSS  or  bluish  or  greenish  in  tint,  while  the  peroxide

reddish  brown  and  is  the  substance  known  as  iron-rust.  Ordinary
Tj*  cla  >  TS  are  bluish  in  colour,  and  contain  combined  iron  in  the
|  '"  M  protoxide,  but  when  burnt  in  a  kiln  they  become  reddish,

<  ahsor!,.  from  the  air  a  further  portion  of  oxygen,
wh  ls  ^  onvertecl  into  peroxide.  But  there  are  clays  which  are  white

nen  burned,  and  are  much  prized  for  this  reason.  Many  of  these
eve  0n  i?  e  ferru  S  inous  clays.  .  ll  by  a  process

■an.  Mid  G«,l.,  Essays,  p.!
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becomes  coated  wit.Ii  n  shining  iridescent  scum,  which  looks  s,^
what  like  oil,  hut  is  rea  side  of  iron.  The
water  as  it  oozes  from  the  soil  is  colourless,  but  has  an  inky  ta>K
from  dissolved  protoxide  of  iron.  "When  exposed  to  the  air.  !
ever,  this  absorbs  oxygen,  and  the  peroxide  is  formed,  vhidi  -
no  longer  soluble,  but  the  surface  of  the
water,  and  finally  sinks  to  the  bottom  a.s  a  reddish  ochre,  crui:'  ;•:
somewhat  different  conditi  ns  becomes  \  related  as  a  mass
iron  ore.  A  process  identical  in  kind  with  this  lias  been  :■
work  at  the  earth's  surface,  ever  since  there  were  decaying  or.m.
matters,  dissolving  the  iron  from  the  porous  rocks,  clays,  ai
sands,  and  gatherit  «  it  t<  -<  tin  1  in  beds  of  iron  ore  or  iron  ochre.
It  is  not  necessary  that  fch  ihould  colour.  A
iron  in  the  state  of  protoxid  •.  since  th<  -  organic  products  (which
are  themselves  db-oh  4  ii  wat  -i  are  able  to  remove  i  p"'<  _
the  oxygen  from  the  insoluble  peroxide,  and  convert  it  into
soluble  protoxid.-  of  iron,  being  themselves  in  part  oxydized  a:
converted  into  carbonic  acid  in  the  process.

Thus  we  see  that  decomposing  organic
of  reducing  the  oxides  of  iron  and  rendering  t-nem  w»  •
this  process  the  organic  matter  is  consumed  and  converted  I
carbonic  acid  and  water.  In  this  way  we  may  regard  the  be*
hyclrated  peroxide  of  iron  in  the  Hawkesbury  rock-
destroyed  vegetable  matters.  Some  of  the  carbon  is  however  s  u
preserved  in  the  shales.  1,  nti<  alar  masses  of  coal  and  vege»  ,
impressions  are  common.  In  some  of  the  concretions  <*W*£
ferric  oxides  casts  of  the  t  .  |,e  found  -  ^^
in  a  sandstone  on  the  Burnett  River  I  have  found  a  cone  ^
fully  preserved,  and  closely  resembling  some  mesozoic  Cycas  .  ^
will  form  the  subject  of  a  subsequent  paper.  At  i*^
vegetable  impressions  are  often  composed  of  peroici

Anyone  crossing  the  Blue  Mourn
capping  of  yellow  soil  on  the  sandstone.  This  yellow  coour^  ^
to  iron,  and  represents  t!
materials,  produced  b.
This  carbonic  acid  is  derived  from  th
surface.  If  we  ask  what  becomes  of  the  trees  and  grass
grow  on  the  surface,  the  yellow  soil  gives  the  reply,  in  jj^
Bents  the  surface  vegetation  of  ages.  We  m
few  or  no  fossil  impressions  remain  of  so  abundant  a  ve
The  oxide  of  iron  consumes  all.  ,  i  a  t  j  n  an

Mixvl  origin  of  the  strata.—  We  must  not  suppose  i  ^
immense  deposit  like  the  Hawkesbury  rocks  one
suffice  for  all  the  appearances  met  with.  W«
other  besides  wind-blo  1

with.  We  ma
This  will  be  best  Ulustra^

a  description  of  what  is  at  present  going  on  in  one  o  ^  ^  e
formations  of  Europe.  There  are  few  who  have  not  nw»



iWe  it.  One  covers  an  aiva  «»f  15,000  acres.  Much

cofthesanclisanvM  ,11.  vein  .'  ''";,•  s  winch  favoured

h  «.f  vegetation,  ami  at  Araehon  forests  of  gigantic  ]>ines
redone  sand  tract,  with  oaks  winch  were  46  feet  in  girth
•s  ago.  On  the  other  hand,  there  are  plenty  of  places  in
os  where  there  are  traces  of  former  forests  now  covered

JB  may  expect  fofii  formation  traces
me  deposits,  with-  former  marshes  and  lagoons.  In  these
dd  become  entombed,  and  the  way  in  which  they  are
this  sandstone  may  be  explained  as  follows  :—  In  one  of
expeditions  he  found  in  Lake  Eyre,  in  the  central  desert,
when  the  waters  had  become  very  low,  a  number  of  small
"ied  and  caked  in  salt.  Now  it  is  easy  to  see  how  in  the
ands  which  form  the  shores  of  this  lake,  these  fish  might
•d  fay  an  advancing  Hand  dune,  and  thus  entombed  as
Jerethey  formed  a  belt  along  the  shore  about  12  yards

-There  is  not  much  hag  for  the  shale
sandstone  areas.  They  are  the  remains  of  fresh  and
»es  or  lagoons,  such  as  are  now  found  in  the  central
Australia.  The  process  may  be  seen  in  operation  on  the

id  coast.  Near  Id  r  Pyalba,  on  the
Harvey's  Bay,  ■.-.;  .  -  aly"  Island,  there

7  on  the  site  of  former  marshes  which  is  very  like  turf
3wn  coal.  It  is  full  of  vegetable  remains  such  as  roots

toass  i  S  '  Wlth  S  rains  of  sand  sufficiently  numerous  to  give  the
^n  a  °  0Se  consiston(,  v.  In  spite  of  its  carbonaceous  aspect  it
^ot  burn.  Exc.  ;  t  thai  it  is  a  younger  deposit,  it  is  like  the

Cr^  Ce  °  lI  \x  Sllaies  often  found  ^  tne  sandstone  rocks.
%  rn7'  r  ~  must  aIso  ex  P  ect  to  find  in  the  Hawkesbury  rocks

mams  °*  creeks  and  streams  with  their  denuding  effects,



which  of  course  would  be  very  great  on  a  loose  sandy  deposit  It
is  thus  I  explain  all  those  appearances  which  have  been  attribute!
to  ice  action.  Mr.  Wilkinson,  the  Government  Geologist,  thus
describes  such  appearances.*  "In  the  sections  exposal  in  thefW
ries  at  Fort  Macquarie,  Woolloomooloo,  Flagstaff  Hill,  and  other
places,  may  be  seen  angular  boulders  of  the  shale,  of  all  sizes,  up
to  20  feet  in  diameter,  embedded  in  the  sandstone  in  the  most
confu  o  1  t  ier,  some  of  them  standing  on  end  as  regards  their
stratification,  and  others  inclined  at  all  angles.  They  contain  the
same  fossil  plants  that  are  found  in  the  beds  of  shale  from  which
they  have  evidently  been  derived.  These  angular  boulders  occur
nearly  always  immediately  above  the  shale  beds,  and  are  mixed
with  very  rounded  pebbles  of  quartz.  They  are  sometimes  slightly
curved,  as  though  they  had  been  bent  whilst  in  a  semi-plastic
condition,  and  the  shale  beds  occasionally  terminate  abrupt  .\
though  broken  off.  Had  the  boulders  of  soft  shale  been  deposited
in  their  present  position  bv  running  water  alone,  their  form  wouM
have  been  roui  i  r.  It  would  appear  that  tw
shale  beds  must  have  been  partly  disturbed  by  seme  sue  >  a."
as  that  of  moving  ice,  t\i<  -  of  shale  1)ec  *  >mm  ^
commingled  with  the  sand  and  rolled  pebbles  earned  a  l.  n_'  i
currents.  Occasionally  in  the  beds  above  those  which  contain  m
angular  boulders  occur  a  few  rounded  pebbles  of  shale,  sho*i£
that  the  currents  had  swept  along  for  some  distance  a  tew  o
an-ular  fragmei  r*  nmil  tiey  had  become  rounded.  T  ^  esep  ^  n
are  usually  oval  in  shape,  and  are  embedded  in  such  a  m
that  the  longer  axis  of  the  pebble  is  nearly  d*
dips  towards  t  hltthe  rTulS
currents  had  chiefly  conn  :
boulders  in  the  beds  below  are,  as  before  mentioned,  cow  g
heaped  together  without  regard  to  size.'  [n
Wilkinson  says  :—  "  From  their  lith
bury  rocks  appear  to  have  been  formed  in  a  comparative!)  ^
sea,  which  was  subject  to  rapid  and  changing  currents.  .^  %
was  bounded  on  the  west  by  the  moi
northerly  direction  from  the  Shoalhaven  River  to  the  ^
Goulburn  River.  It  is  in  the  rocks  near  the

but  none  have  yet  been  d  S^
to  great  denudation,  cannot  so  readily  be  dete  "  toWsr  ds
probably  did  not  extend  north  of  the  Hunter  Krver  ,  ^
the  east  its  e.
Pacific  Ocean."  Mr.  Wilki
Bacchus  Marsh  sandstones,  and  cites  the  yT  1111  "  ,  ^jer  **
Selwyn  and  Daintree  as  to  those  formations  being  ion

^Jour.^oy.  Soc.  N.S.W.,  vol.  Xffl  P-  106  '
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Tlie  difficulties  in  the  way  of  such  an  explan
nountable,  as  I  shall  show  at  the  end  of  this  pa]
icoount  for  these  boulders  is  that  they  arc  the  its

long,  3  feet  wide,
Nairn,  in  Scotland,
on  the  river  Dee  |

forced  a  nuavof

piano,  lea\  in-  tii<  in  in  a  -rent  ivuanjrular  heap  on  the  summit.
A  small  rivulet  called  the  College,  in  Northumberland,  when
swollen  by  a  flood  in  August  1827,  "  tore  away  from  the  abutment
of  a  mill-dam  a  large  block  of  greenstone—  porphyry—  weighing
dearly  2  tons,  and  transported  it  to  the  distance  of  a  quarter  of
t mile."*

Glazed  surfaces.—  In  these  blocks  of  shale  there  is  often  a  dis-
I  .  NOB  to  divide  into  small  blocks  of  irregular  form  but  curiously
glazed  surfaces.  I  have  noticed  the  same  in  carbonaceous  allu-
JMun  i  in  other  places.  The  creeks  near  Bathurst  are,  in  the  neigh-
borhood  of  the  basaltic  rocks,  full  of  a  dark  brown  shale  much
!«e  what  I  have  already  dascribed.  When  drv  it  breaks  into
^regular  blocks  with  glazed  surfaces.  Again,  the  same  curious
JPpearance  was  noticed  in  a  creek  near  Lytton  on  the  Brisbane
jwver,  which  also  is  close  to  basaltic  rock.  It  is  quite  a  recent
wmiation,  some  of  it  having  accumulated  within  the  last  few
"J^  8  "  7^  is  must  not  be  confounded  with  glazing  from  friction,
18  the  shale  is  too  soft  to  take  a  polish  i  "

Uenuaation.~Therfi  is  nothi  "
J*ry  sandstone  which  has  been  matter  for  speculation  i

e  manner  in  which  it  has  been  denuded  into  such  extraordinary

ttlf  P  K  CeS  and  gorges  as  are  found  in  the  Blue  Mountains.  It
BDh  1  remembered  that  there  is  not  the  slightest  evidence  of
As  ft  i?  subsidence  >  except  at  the  downcast  already  mentioned,

tae  beds  were  deposited,  there  they  have  remained.  In  the

*^lt  Princ  i  pkso  S  0eolo  Sy,  &&  edit.,  p.  208,  where  similar  instances
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deepest  gorges  the  horizontal  beds  on  each  side  correspond  in  such
a  way  as  to  make  one  believe  they  were  once  continuous.  The  diffi-
culty  is  ht'st  expressed  by  the  eminent  Charles  Darwin  who.  in  d-
"  Naturalist's  Voyage,"  thus  tells  us  how  his  visit  to  these  moun-
tains  had  puzzled  him  :—

Darwin's  v'fn:-:  —  "  The  first,  impression  on  seeing  the  corre-
spondence  of  the  horizontal  f  the  valleys  m  i
great  amphitheatrical  impressions  is  that  they  have  been  hollows!
out  by  the  action  of  water,  but  when  one  reflects  on  the  enormous
amount  of  stone  which  on  this  view  must  have  been  rafiovw
through  mere  gorges  or  chasms,  one  is  led  to  ask  whether  ftii
spaces  may  not  have  suhsid.-d.  V-ut  <  >nsid<  ring  the  form  of  the
irregularly  branching  valleys,  and  of  the  narrow  promontories  pro-
jecting  into  them  from  the  platforms,  we  are  compelled  to  abandon
this  notion.  To  attribute  these  hollows  to  the  present  alluvial
action  would  be  preposterous,  nor  does  the  drainage  always,  U  I
remarked  near'  i  ..f  the-i-  v.n!  -■
but  into  one  side  of  their  bay  dike  masses.  Some  of  the  inhabit-
ants  remarked  to  me  that  they  had  never  viewed  one  of  those  bar-
like  masses  with  headlands  receding  on  both  hands,  without  being
struck  with  their  resemblance  to  the  bold  sea-coast.  This  is  cer-
tainly  the  case  ;  moreover  on  the  present  coast  of  New  South
Wales,  the  numerous  fine  widely-branching  harbours,  which  are
generally  connected  with  the  sea  by  a  narrow  mouth  worn  through
the  sandstone  cliffs,  varying  from  one  mile  in  width  to  a  quarter  of  a
mile,  present  likenesses,  though  on  a  mil  iai  m  f  de,  to  the  -
valleys  of  the  interior.  But  then  occurs  the  star!
Why  has  the  sea  worn  out  these  great  though  circumscribed  de-
pressions  on  a  wide  platform,  and  left  mere  gorges  in  the  openings
through  which  the  whole  of  the  vast  amount  of  triturated  matter
must  have  been  carried  away?  The  only  light  I  can  throw
upon  this  enigma  is  by  remarking  that  banks  of  the  most  irre  ^.
forms  appear  to  be  now  forming  in  some  seas,  as  in  P  arti  *?.  /
West  Indies  and  the  Red  B  «  are  exceeding!
steep.  Such  banks,  I  have  been  led  to  suppose,  have  been  )
sediment  heaped  by  strong  currents  on  an  irregular  sea-bot  ■
That  in  some  cases  the  sea,  instead  of  sowing  sediment  in  a  un*wn
sheet,  heaps  it  round  submarine  rocks  and  islands,  ltw  ,.  \
possible  to  doubt  after  examining  the  charts  of  the  West  lncuj,
and  that  the  waves  have  the  power  to  form  high  precipes  ^
even  in  landlocked  harbours,  has  been  noticed  in  many  P  a  ,
South  America.  To  apply  these  ideas  to  the  sandstone  piaw  ^
in  New  South  Wales,  I  ima-  .:<•  that  th..*  strata  were  f^^n
the  action  of  strong  currents  and  by  the  undulations  ot  an  r^
sea  on  an  irregular  bottom,  and  that  the  valleydike  f*™^
left  unfilled  had  their  steeply  sloping  flanks  worn  mW  ^  b0Jie
during  a  slow  elevation  of  the  land,  the  worn-down  san
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being  removed  either  at  the  time  the  narrow  gorges  were  cut
by  the  retreating  sea  or  subsequently  by  alluvial  action."

None  of  the  difficulties  suggested  by  Dr.  Darwin  are  met  by
his  theory,  and  the  absence  of  upheaval  or  marine  remains  is  fatal
to  it.  On  the  other  hand,  the  aerial  origin  of  the  rock  exactly
explains  the  facts.  These  immense  sandhills  may  have  been
always  detached  from  one  another,  or  if  united,  could  have  been
easily  cut  into  the  gorges  previous  to  their  consolidation.  No
doubt  they  have  become  precipitous  to  some  extent  by  -weathering
and  by  the  sweeping  away  of  outlying  masses  of  loose  sand  It  is
the  tendency  of  loose  aggregations  of  sand  to  consolidate  in  the
perpendicular  direction,  and  this  is  best  seen  in  the  deserts  of
Africa  and  Arabia,  where  the  consolidated  sand  has  formed  the
most  abrupt  precipices  and  gorges.  I  do  not  think  that  the  denu-
dation  has  been  very  great,  for  most  of  these  aerial  hills  were
never  united.  It  used  to  be  the  custom  to  refer  the  small  horizontal
caps  and  outliers  on  the  tops  of  mountains  to  the  remains  of  an
enormous  formation  -which  had  been  denuded  away.  I  myself
thought  this  of  O'Connor's  Nob,  near  Cooktown,  and  Mount
Kgeonhouse,  near  Jervis  Bay.  Such  stupendous  denudation  on
horizontal  strata,  without  any  upheaval  or  subsidence,  baffles  com-
prehension  ;  but  when  the  aerial  origin  of  these  outliers  is  under-
stood  the  difficulty  vanishes.  There  has  been  little  or  no  denuda-
aon.  The  sandstone  has  been  deposited  just  where  it  is  found,
wd  was  never  much  larger  than  we  see  it  now.  But  the  very
widest  escarpment  show  fragments  of  rock  at  their  bases  which
^■y  broken  away  from  the  undermining  of  looser  friable  portions.

Unvih^lnr,  <>/  sand.—  A  difficulty  with  many  will  be  the  im-
mense  height  of  these  sandstone  cliffs,  some  of  them  being  most

Jf  th  ^  height  an  ea  At  Cape  Bogador
^Pe  Verde  they  are  over  600  feet  in  height.  Another  difficulty

a  y  be  the  consolidation  of  loose  drifting  sand  into  stone.  That
frw!  n  i  Sand  hardens  into  stone  is  certain,  for  even  the  recently
Si  ^  dunes  of  Cora  :,]l  i9  used  for
gliding  purposes.  The  accounts  of  all  observers  confirm  the
anTJ  rt°  f  the  nartleni  ng  of  •  g  sand  in  Africa
asanl  ■  ^  r  -  James  Ha  .  I  intei  -ting  account  of
qoS-  G  in  course  of  format  ion  i  u  Fi  i'esh  in  '.  *  The  sandstone  in

11  "■  ]  •  ii  i  i  iil\va\  bri  lw  ■  ai  Aidi.  ~>,  \  i^  resting  upon  car-
uiierous  strata,  above  which  was  a  bed  of  tenacious  clay  contain-

doCb  nt  She11  -'  Above  this  was  blown  sand  wW  ch  was  washed
,  ,  by  the  rain  over  th  r>  <-l  >i  v  n  n  .  I  .  1  ,  .-„-,-:  i  t  ,-.,  I  ,  .  n  1  pH  ms  formed  byi  over  the  ok  Ledges  formed  by

Projecting  beds  of  shale,  whi  .  i  icles  of  which
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the  sand  was  composed  were  cemented  together  by  carbonate  of
lime  held  in  solution  by  rain-water.  It  was  derived  from  the
recent  shells  which  occurred  not  only  in  the  sand  but  in  the
clay.  Theceim  Iso  partly  composed  of  hydrated
peroxide.  The  result  is  a  hard  sandstone,  not  unlike  one  of  much
older  date.

It  is  a  remarkable  fact  that  stone  derived  from  the  wind-blown
sand  hardens  by  exposure,  probably  from  the  greater  faeiiny  t«  •>
afforded  for  the  formation  of  the  great  cementing  medium,  mIicm
of  iron.  The  initial  cause  of  the  consolidation  would  of  course  be

the  pressure,  and  this  is  why  we  find  in  these  formations  the  •  -"■-
or  centres  of  the  highest  and  heaviest  sand-hills.  Still  it  must  h*
remembered  that  the  strata  of  all  these  mountains  are  of  a  com-
pound  nature,  portions  of  them  containing  shales,  which  prove*
them  to  have  been  at  one  part  of  their  history  lagoons  or  marshes.
The  fine  aerial  siliceous  dust  of  which  much  of  this  rock  k  com-
posed  would  also  eon*.  1m  it.  very  <  i-il\  b\  the  men  iW*
and  pressure  of  sand  above.  The  h  y
used  to  consolidate  graphite,  would  be  nothing  to  the  effect  o
thousands  of  tons  of  sand.  .  .

Fine  red  sands.—  Some  of  the  Hawkesbury  sal
very  fine  texture,  and  of  a  peculiar  salmon  colour,  which  is  p^
seen  in  some  fresh  broken  masses.  I  was  struck  by  the  rese
blance  of  its  colour  and  grain  to  a  thick  deposit  of  sand  whic
fell  on  the  Mosquito  Plains  on  October  8,  1865.  The  spring  <*
that  year  was  particularly  dr\\  and  the  hot  winds  set  in  ra^
early.  At  daylight  of  that  morning  the  sky  h

appearance,  very  much  like  dull  copper Xh,:-:-.' ■■

^  ■  ;.
showed  a  rapid  movement  southward.  The  thunder  was  *«*£
and  with  a  liar-:  from  the  WW>*
echoes  of  heavy  rain  clouds.  The  lightning  used  to  shoot-
the  sky  in  forked  streams.  In  the  middle  of  the  da
of  fine  dust  began  to  fall,  which  soon  covered  ^
yellow  or  salmon  coloured  crust.  I  gathered  quantities  ^^j.
found  it  to  con  -  i  ted  grains  of  rounde  ^
noussancl  At  thattime  I  was  interested  in  looking  for  W«  ^
In  referring  to  my  notes  on  the  subject,  I  do  not  find  any  w  ^  gj  _
to  the  presence  of  any  angular  particles,  but  the  dust  ^
tremely  fine  that  an  inch  objective  did  not  sun

The  wind  wa  -
oving  in  a  conti
The  sand  came  from  the  eo^

which  reached  u
tremendous  northern  hot  wind  in)  that  locality
had  been  blown  away  in  large  quantities,  so  as  quite

to  P  thenorih,aswelearne^om^
days  subsequently,  ^f^s^
rind  in,  that  locality,  and  tiie*u



roots  of  the  porcupine  grass.  The  deposit  of  red  dust  was  fully
.'  inches  deep  in  a  few  places  on  the  Mosquito  Plains  where  the
wind  had  drifted  it  along  the  ground.  It  easily  hardened  where
it  hud  been  moistened,  and  would  bear  considerable  pressure  before
.■nimUiiur  again.  1  have  no  duubt  that  some  of  the  Hawkesbury
sandstone  is  composed  of  such  a  deposit,  which  probably  was
derived  from  a  desert  interior,  where  the  moisture  was  less.

•  ■  in  China.—  Baron  Kiehthofen,  in  his  large
»"•  rk  «.u  (  'hina,  describes  a  formation  which  covers  vast  areas  in
that  country.  He  mentions  it  as  forming  cliffs  or  bluffs  on  the
Mm  Hirer,  which  in  some  places  rise  to  a  height  of  500  feet.
I"  many  places,  lie  says,  it  readies  a  thickness  of  1,500  feet.  It

>'•  :■■;-  Uilund  overall  the  hi-'h  piains,  from  the  alluvial  flats  of
""  (  '  ;  iit  <>f  Tahiti,  over  the  •  ins  up  to  plat-
•••'■Jx  l.-i'u  metres  high,  and  even  to  an  elevation  of  2,400  metres
--i-7.:>ih)  feet)  above  the  sea  in  the  Wer-tai-Shan  Mountains,

rthern  Shansi.  It  stretches  south  of  the  hilly  grounds  beyond
•'•  valley  of  the  Yangtze,  and  up  that  vallev  in  a  westerly  direc-

tion  for  an  unknown  distance.  Itcan  be  followed  up  thecourse  of  the
Wan,  to  the  watershed  of  that  river,  and  it  is  known  to  extend  up
the  valley  of  the  Y-  1  .  ,,  |;  :  ,  ..,  w  ithout  interruption,  into  the  pro-
vince  of  Kansuh.  This  enormous  deposit,  according  to  Eichthofen,
is  solely  the  result  of  atmospheric  waste  and  wind  action,  and  he
^2  0u  g  ht  forward  a  large  body  of  interesting  and  important

l  his  theory
ite:

Dr.  Geikie,  in  his  l>re-hi*toric  Europe,  from  which  the  above  is
^en,  adds  (p.  167)  :—  "It  mavbe  that  we  have  hitherto  under-
rated  the  action  of  winds  as  geological  agents  in  dry  continental
*J«w  hke  those  of  Central  Asia,  and  that  aerial  currents  have
P  yed  a  much  more  important  role  in  the  past  than  has  been
S^rally  supposed.  'No  one  *  can  realize  the  capacity  of  wind

a  transporter  of  fine  material  who  has  not  lived  through  one
X  St0r  !  m  °  n  a  desert  In  sudl  a  simoom  the  atmosphere  is  filled

,  •■  -  femng  mass  of  dust  and  sand  which  hides  the  country
febri  a  ^  aa,ntle  of  impenetrable  darkness,  and  penetrates  every
a  diw*  °  ften  destr  °y  s  life  by  suffocation,  and  leaves  in  places
1  ml*  SeVeraI  f  eet  dee  P-  '  But  such  rapid  accumulation  occurs,
bfLk  T'  °  nly  }  1  or  its  immediate  neigh-
2Zf-  DeSert  -bounds  by  a

tiauall  en  ]  Croachment  of  the  dunes  of  the  peripheral  regions,  con-
%hte/^  anCmg  **  the  directi  on  of  the  prevailing  winds.  The
**quentl  !  Which  is  carried  on  the  win  S  s  of  the  ™  nd  and
^^transported  for  distances  of  several  hundred  miles,

*  p  «anpcU  Tj  Amer.  Jom  Science  and  Art,  toI.  17,  for  1879,  p.  139.



leaves  but  a  slight  film  upon  the  surface  of  the  ground  where  it
falls.  And  if  this  be  so,  one  cannot  but  be  amazed  at  the  length
of  time  required  for  the  sub-aerial  sifting  of  the  material  and  f-:
the  transport  from  the  dry  central  regions  of  Asia  of  thai  liiir-
dust  with  which  so  large  a  portion  of  China  eventually  became
covered,  to  a  depth  varying  from  50  to  100  feet  up  to  2,000  feet.''

Perhaps  it  is  not  entirely  such  a  formation  as  this  with  which
we  have  to  deal  in  the  Hawkesbury  sandstone.  Ours  isa  sand-dune
area  possibly  not  wholly  like  that  of  the  Desert.  It  is  no  use  at
present  encumbering  ourselves  with  speculations  as  to  whence  this
sand  was  derived.  A  very  diligent  and  long  continued  examination
of  the  constituents  of  the  rock,  taken  from  a  very  great  number  of
places,  and  a  1  m  t  :  >h  the  physical  characters  >'t
the  older  formations,  will  alone  throw  light  on  this  question.  We
must  not  suppose  either  that  the  surface  was  wholly  devoid  of
vegetation.  If  we  remark  how  very  little  if  any  of  the  present
vegetation  is  preserved  in  present  soil  we  may  be  surprised  to  find
so  many  impressions  of  ferns  in  the  Hawkesbury  sandstone.  1
should  be  inclined  to  think  that  tie-  land  a  round  was  a  desert  hke
Arabia,  in  which  stand  storms  would  be  numerous  ai
lation  of  dust  rapid.  After  the  upheaval  of  the  Permian  strata
the  area  may  have  been  a  desert  region  in  which  a  few  coal  plants
survived.  A  dry  climate  caused  a  rapid  disintegration  of  strata
and  the  accumui  I  do  not  pretend  to  assert
that  the  upheaval  took  place  immediately  after  the  Permian
period,  but  that  it  was  not  previous  to  that  time,  and  may  ha^
been  as  late  as  the  Cretaceous.  The  evidence  of  the  plant  reman*
is  as  yet  insufficient  to  establish  any  period.

Stratified  rocks  not  all  aqueous.—  At  one  time  every  fonnation
not  obviously  fresh-water  or  i  concluded  to  a
been  derived  from  the  sea,  w-hether  it  contained  marine  rern
or  not.  But  we  are  no  more  justified  in  calling  rocks  marine  ww-
out  direct  evidence  than  we  are  in  calling  them  fresh-watei.
are  not  acquainted  with  any'existing  sea-bottom  utterly  destitute
of  marine  animal  remains,  no  matter  whi
Foraminifera  at  least  were  always  found,  and  I
from  the  earliest  geological  periods.  Put  we  hav
any  marine  area  where  the  dredge  brought  up  on!;
and  vegetable  B  ]
rounded  pebbles.  Mr.  Selwyn,  in  his  Notes  on  the  J  £  ^
Geography,  Geology,  &c,  of  the  Colony  of  Victoria,*  refers
absence  of  marine  fossils  from  th<-  low\t  Led,  of
of  Victoria,  succeeding  beds  of  evidently  terresti
This  he  calls  a  marine  gravel.  It  is  a  wide-spread  i<-  ^

~~  ~  ~  TimI  in  Melb°  uraC
'Oneofthelntercolom  :  pabbabea



being  found  over  hill,  plair
composing  it  is  rounded  and
that  there  was  evidence  of  too  extensive  and  powerful  an  action  to
be  ascribed  to  river  floods.  He  adds  that  "  very  considerable  areas
imw  forming  dryland  in  Victoria  have  been  submerged  in  late
M'tiarv  times  is'  unquestionable,  ami  1  believe  that  most  if  not  all
l  .ll.i  j^old  nra\«  K  if  not  al  M.lut  1\  <  f  i  '  I"  such  cause,  ha\e  at
least  been  subjected  to  its  influence,  and  in  that  case  must  be
!'■  |  Aided  as  marine."*  In  answer  to  this,  one  might  say  that  no
HHine  remains  are  known  to  us  of  such  a  character.  2nd  —  That
these  gravel  beds  are  very  often  found  hundreds  of  feet  above  the
IfwJ  to  which  we  know  the  tertiary  submergence  extended,  viz.
about  600  feet.  3rd—  That  1  1  «'  apparent  than
real.  4th—  That  they  of  tenet  ■  ;iUl1  regetab*
remains.  5th—  1  I  veil  have  been  derived  from
the  weathering  of  the  carbonaceous  conglomerates  before  the  land
was  submerged  at  all.  6th—  Finally,  they  may  be  the  remains  ot
a  terrestrial"  formation  such  as  I  shall  now  describe.

H&wan  eolian  strata.—  It  has  already  been  remarked  that  m
many  places  in  Europe  there  exists  a  recent  formation  at  various
altitudes  which  is  more  like  a  fresh-water  deposit  than  any  other,
tot  yet  found  ii
explanation.  Th  re  deposits  of  an
argillaceous  fine  gravel,  n  on  tertiary  beds.

within  500  feet  of  the  strata.  A  similar  deposit  is  described  in  tl  e
Grecian  Archipelago.  It  is  a  reddish
atthe  highest  altitudes.  The  explanation  of  these  and  Minn  >>'  J  •■  -
^  been  given  by  Mons.  Virlet-dAoust  as  the  result  of  his  obser-

MVxico  f
W.  Virht-d'Aou.t  tir.t  remarked  in  M.xi-  o  a  yellow  d.-  r  it

of  clay  or  argillaceous  marl,  which  not  only  completely  enveloped
I  '■>  'hi  isolate  lv  volcanoes,  but  also  consti-

1  the  sides  and  base  of  several  chains  of  r
,  Cetlater°f  Papocaler.f.11  r.  1  1  .i  ,  ,..H  ,  .  „l  (  »•!/.■,  1  ,  /  1  7..°.  70  f<  et).  This  forn

te igbt of a

?»'*ia%  inks  lower  part  a  thickness  of  fr.
^  deposit  is  somewhat  of  a  miscellaneous  c

-  -ti..;.



Mons.  Virlet-dAon

none  of  them  have  reached  r  ;  <■  h.-L'l  t  m  whit  I)  this  <H>  -
found.  At  last  .imiItu-  -it  «  ■  -i  —  \\  is  l.mnd  in  the  dust-storms
which  are  exceptionally  violent  and  frequent  in  this  region.  The
whole  plateau  is  distinguished  by  immense  whirl  v.  i
"  remolinos  de  polvo,"  as  they  are  here  called,  which  ate  v.i...  ■  -
along  from  various  points  on  all  fine  days,  carrying  up  m  their
course  stones  of  very  considerable  size  and  other  objects.  These
were  thrown  to  heights  of  nearly  2,000  feet  above  the  plain-
Often  the  higher  stratum  of  the  air  is  rendered  quite  lite  a
yellowish  cloud  from  the  quantity  of  dust  remai

I  need  not  give  all  the  arguments  or  the  detail-  -f  I'l'  1
which  fstablisl  bevMiid  :i  d-,i[bi  tiiai  the  r'<  .nuation  is  an  aerial
one.  The  able  observer  who  thus  explains  the  formation  draw
attention  to  the  fact  that  there  arc  many  similar  deposits,  ijj
also  remarks  that  if  the  intennittent  effect  of  win
produce  such  a  result,  how  mm-h  more  vast  and  regular  would®
the  effects  in  th
and  strong  hil.pa  in^ov,  ,1.  .  _>■  Thus  in  China,  th
trade  win.U  ■  ,  :  •  Ucsert  of  Gobi  often  bring*

Dr.  Macgowan  describes  ■  ral  hours,  and  *»
so  dense  as  to  hide  the  sun.

At  Fontaineb/mi'.—Tlu-  sandstone  of  Fontainebleau  1 .

t  geologists
anVl  a  ,-cuhar  hydrocar^

:,!  in  ,],,  sand-dunes  of  «?
. .ru:lV. Slid'' '-■■•

l '  ,';  i  Tin '-i;  d. -

L  f,lieali..,l  ai

. ! ",o',-Vs an<l ■

to  the  mi
f'm,j that
th-  Lane
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Conglomerates.  —  The  only  question  which  still  remains  to  be
dealt  with  in  dealing  with  these  sands  is  the  presence  of  pebbles
and  conglomerates.  These  latter  cannot  be  attributed  to  wind.
Tli  it  the  smaller  linos  of  pebbles  are  aerial  I  make  no  doubt.
Until  I  began  to  investigate  the  subject  I  had  no  idea  how  easily
pebbles  are  borne  along  and  up  into  the  air  by  strong  winds.  On
every  windy  day  for  the  last  two  years,  whenever  I  could,  I  have
been  out  amongst  the  dust  examinii  s  I  ■  h«  i  -  of  stones  formed
by  the  wind,  and  watching  or  stopping  the  pebbles  as  they  were
swept  by.  All  those  of  large  size  and  shape  I  put  aside  for  com-
parison,  and  it  was  surprising  how  much  the  dimensions  of  some
exceeded  my  expectation.  The  conclusions  I  have  conic  to  are
that  a  very  'small  amount  of  wind  action  is  sufficient  to  round  the
edges  of  very  hard  pebbles  :  that  the  abrasion  is  even  more  rapid
than  in  water,  and  the  result  -very  similar.  Some  are  completely
rounded  like  water-worn  pebbles.  It  is  not  necessary  to  suppose
that  these  pebbles  were  more  than  rolled  up  the  gradual  slope  of
the  dunes,  a  slope  which  always  exists  on  the  windward  ~ide.
The  broad  and  Hat  stones  in  the  sandstone  ar  of  1  rger  s  e
from  their  being  more  easily  carried  along.  It  is  not  at  all  an
uncommon  thing  for  a  strong  wind  to  lift  up  and  carry  along
pebbles  of  an  inch  or  :1  little  more  in  length  and  half  an  inch  thick.
Ut  it  be  further  borne  in  mind  that  except  in  the  lowest  strata,
pebbles  are  rare,  and  those  that  are  found  are  very  small  and  only
such  as  would  I  the  wind.

Whatever  be  the  origin  of  the  conglomerates,  those  of  large
^e  or  great  extent  are  only  common  at  the  base  of  the  forma-
tion.  They  belong  more  to  the  coal  measures  than  the  sandstone.
Ah  1  the  other  instam  s  can  well  b.  ic<  ounted  for  by  (1)  the  action
^  creeks,  of  which  there  must  have  been  many  :  (  2)  extraordinary
***S  or  tornadoes  ;  (3)  concretionary  action.  That  the  latter  is

ii;  an  iiisignifi  ant  »  i  ise  can  <  tsilv  b  si  en  from  the  experiments
T  s  <  mis  us  M<  m  ier,  who  found  lo  tin  infiltration  of  chloride

tflime  and  silicate  of  potash  through  heated  loose  sand,  that
concretions  v.eiv  r.midl'v  forme,!.  AecM-m  revealed  another
Justration.  Duih  u  •  of  l\u  -  d  *  -heaped  upon  the
fl  «or  of  the  Go,  ,1<  an  len  the  effect  of  the  shells

,  th«  l,„1lri;™  A  Wn  of  this  sand  layjit  the  foot  of
aa  immense  bio.  d  an  Portugal.  Th<

^  „and  that  ..  _,
,  portions  of  which  were  exceedingly!  nh  like

flowing  from  the  iron  on  to  the  stone  deposited  so  much  hydrated
^de  of  iron  on  r,  in  i  gular  -  msoh-
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Concretions.  —  Concretions  or  fragments  of  rock  broken  small
and  the  edges  abraded  present  pebbles  of  every  variety  of  colour
and  apparent  consistency.  This  can  be  easily  seen  by  the  examina-
tion  of  pebbles  at  the  bottom  of  any  stream.  The  river  Medway
in  Central  Queensland  flow  n  every  re*  '
like  the  Hawkesburv  samUoi  ■.  thou-h  it  niav  be  older,  as  r  -
full  of  impressions  of  /.  r  i,/,,.l  .,,!,  ,„.  unthua  and  other  plants
The  pebbles  at  the  bottom  of  the  stream  are  of  every  colour,  and
differ  much  in  mineral  character.  Some  have  come  from  a  dis-

tance,  but  not  many,  as  the  river  is  rarely  anything  but  a  mere
brook.  The  conclusion  [  u  .  from  this  fact  is  that  it  ^  !l
impossible  to  account  for  the  conglomerates  by  even  wind  action.
Supposing  a  wind-blown  sand  to  become  much  altered  and  con-
creted.  This  always  takes  place  by  pressure,  moisture,  and  other
metamorphic  processes  which  we  are  not  able  to  estii  it
case,  but  whose  action  is  evident.  Let  the  sandstone  be  disin-
tegrated  by  simple  aerial  weathering.  This  is  no  forced  hypothesis.
The  thing  is  ever  takii,  -  pia.e  m  the  arid  deserts  of  the  world.
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sandstone  which  abounds  in  other  parts  of  the  continent.  Where
tin*  strata  contained  a  great  deal  of  iron,  there  were  formed  siliceous
concretions  which  iv>isted  ,]«■,•,,  mpusition,  while  the  rest  of  the
rock  fell  away.  *  *  *  The  red  sand  is  certainly  derived  from  a
Mtagmotu  sandstone.  And  if  it  be  asked  how  the  ridges  should
be  so  high  and  uneven,  and  the  plains  so  low  and  flat,  I  answer
niat  when  the  strata  decomposed,  the  lighter  portions  drifted  away
into  ndges.  leaving  the  heavier  remains  scattered  below  on  the
plains.'  If  the  sand  di  fts  a-  ino\  i  these  plains,  and  consolidates
as  it  may  easily  do,  we  should  have  a  wind-Mown  sandstone  rock

be  found  over  thousands  of  square  miles,  as  it  actually  is  so
found  in  Central  Australia,  but  no  amount  of  ocean  or  river
action  that  we  know  would  produce  such  results.  It  is  thus  I
offer  to  explain  the  wide-a  -  1  1  h  *  e  find
lying  on  the  coal  formation  with  very  little  change  of  character
over  thousands  of  s.pmn-  miles.  Near  Warwick  and  Stanthorpe,
|n  Queensland,  they  are  cemented  together  ;  at  the  Liverpool  Range
ui  New  South  Wales  they  are  often  found  loosely  aggregated.  At
111  Endeavour  Eiver  tlit  saim  f  tares  manifest  themselves,  just  as
they  do  at  the  base  of  the  l.lue  Mountains.  A  coast  line  might
Produce  such  a  shingle,  hut  then.-  it  w<>  Id  be  of  small  width,  and

'  should  1  ml  imiri]  «  rem  di  s.  \  ]  i,  h  here  we  do  not.  An  ocean
w  <*ldnot  produce  such  results,  and  nothing  of  less  extent  than
an  ocean  will  meet  the  requirements  of  such  an  area  ;  and  then
the  presence  of  land  plants,  and  the  absence  of  marine  remains,

Jain  to  destroy  the  ocean  theory.
.  Tee  action.—  1  have  now  a  few  words  to  say  about  the  ice  explana-

n  ;  ,!  >  for  these  rocks.  It  is  true  that  there  is  a  very  scanty  amount
1  tessds  found  in  marine  ice  deposits,  and  also  that  tie  y  are  quite

^anting  from  some  glacial  beds  :  but.  as  a  distinguished  geolo-
8«*  has  observed,—  if  we  have  not  fossils,  we  have  signs  or  marks,
Jucn  are  as  clear  indications  of  ice  action  as  marine  shells  are  of
^presence  of  the  sea.  These  indications  are—  (1)  Till;  (2)  Mor-
aines;  (3)  Glacial  mud:  (4)  Boulder  clay;  (5)  Ice  grooves,
matches  and  polhhin-.  '/';/'  is  a  deposit  of  excessively  dense
<%,  stuck  as  full  as  it  can  hold  of  .  ,i  ■  -,  of  all  sizes,  which  are
'•"t  arranged  in  anv  order,  but  look  as  if  thev  had  been  forced  and
?mmed  in  anyhow  !  -  tnd  little,  i  .  tl  :  u  d  rounded  together,
jnose  fragments  which  are  rounded,  and  in  fact  nearly  all  of  them,

ow  ice  scratching  and  polishing  Moraines  are  confused  masses
*  e  ™  and  stone  1  to  size,  weight,

•  shape.  The  fragments  are  less  grooved  or  scratched  than  m
«e  till,  because  they  have  ridden  on  the  top  of  the  glacier  j  but
J  e  y  are  always  arranged  in  lines  along  a  valley,  or  in  a  horseshoe-

st  *ped  heap  across  the  em  .  :  is  an  <  J
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fine  deposit  of  clay  derived  from  streams  issuing  from  the  base  of
glaciers.  It  is  formed  by  the  impalpable  mud  which  represents
rocks  ground  down  by  glacier  action.  Boulder  clay  is  a  deposit
formed  partly  by  the  drainage  from  glaciers,  and  partly  of  trans-
ported  blocks  of  large  size  and  various  kinds  of  rocks.  Boulder
clay  is  stratified,  but  the  stratification  is  often  thiown  into  kft
folds  and  wrinkles,  and  ploughed  up  as  it  were  on  a  gigantic  scale
by  the  former  stranding  of  icebergs.

I  do  not  think  it  necessary  to  go  into  detail  in  this  matter  any
more  than  to  say  that  we  have  none  of  these  formations  in  the
Hawkesbury  rocks.  The  sand  is  utterly  unlike  any  ice_  clay,  and
so  are  the  included  fragments.  We  have  no  bu
scratches  and  grooves.  Mr.  Wilkinson  mentions  one  instance  of
boulders  which  he  attributes  to  ice  action—  this  has  been  already
referred  to—  and  alludes  to  another  which  he  does  not  d®  c  ™*-
But  if  the  ice  interpretation  were  the  correct  one  they  should  be
the  rule  and  not  a  ran;  exception  in  tlir.-e  vn-r  di-pn-m.  1  '-'■
every  confidence  in  the  wide  experience  and  conscientious  observa-
tions  of  my  esteemed  and  learned  friend  the  Government  Geologist,

liffer  from  him  in  the  interpretation  of  these  tacts.

uiries  as  well  as  on  a

But  another  difficulty  is,  that  these  glaciers  must  have  co  ^
from  an  enormously  high  land  to  produce  them  on  so  gran
scale.  We  have  no  evidence  that  there  has  ever  been  sncn

mountain  range.  If  there  had  been,  it  must  have  disappear
under  a  great  and  rapid  subsidence.  Yet  it  is  upheaval,  not
sidence,  which  we  want,  to  account  for  the  presence  or
sandstone  3,000  feet  and  more  above  the  sea.  XI
in  all  geology  for  the  app<  m  rta  tee  of  nioun
ranges  in  this  manner.  Moreover,  we  find  this  deposit  ^7^
the  tropics,  and  where  is  th<
climatic  changesl  Finally,  ice  action  is  certainly  uniavou
to  the  formation  of  coal  and  the.  luxuriant  growth  ot  tern  ,  .
these  are  the  common  remains  in  the  sandstone.  But  ,  ^
do  not  think  it  is  necessary  to  pursue  this  part  of  the  subjet
farther.

Conclusion—It  these  Hawkesbury  rocks  are  the  slow  **^

lation  of  aerial  deposits  since  their  uj.
in  them  &  nonu  the  extreme  antiquity  rf



the  Mesozoic  neriod.  The  plants  give  us  no  great  clue.  They  are
those  which  belong  to  the  Upper  Coal  basin,  such  as  Thiuufthlia
odontopleroides.  Probably  the  beds  went  on  accumulating  long
after  this  ;  or  the  plant  may  have  a  long  range  in  its  life  history.
We  cannot  fix  any  age  for  these  beds.  Similar  deposits  overlay
marine  beds  with  chalk  fossils  in  Queensland  These  cretaceous
deposits  are  inclined  at  angles  of  between  20°  and  30°.  We  have
no  such  beds  here  in  Now  Smith  Wales.  The  beds  with  Thlnn-
feldiain  Queensland  aiv  similarly  disturbed,  so  that  the  Hawkes-
bury  sandstone  has  been  less  motions  of  other
parts  of  the  continent.  Here  then  we  may  suppose  has  survived
that  ancient  fauna  and  flora  which  represents  a  long  past  epoch  in
the  world's  natural  history  and  perhaps  a  link  which  connects
us  with  the  present  time.  Whatever  disturbance  there  has
heen  relates  to  the  period  of  volcanic  activity.  This  was  shared
hy  all  the  caster]  1  f  of  .  .  tin*  in  tertiary  times.  Some
of  these  lavas  have  burst  tin  I  the  strata  and
now  form  the  highest  parts  of  the  range.  This  outburst  of  vol-
canic  matter  on  s  ,  .'as  no  doubt  attended  with
an  alteration  in  II  as  the  watershed.  We
nave  daily  increasing  evidence  of  what  the  flora  was,  from  the
vegetable  fossils  which  .  ■  i  ing  e:  humed  from  beneath  the  beds
of  volcanic  ash.  It  was  qui*  ii  grows  around
us  now,  as  far  as  the  fossils  will  guide  us.  I  may  thus  summarize
the  results  of  this  essay  :—

.  1.  That  the  Hawkesbury  sandstone  is  a  wind-blown  formation,
interspersed  with  lagoons  and  morasses,  with  impure  peat.

2.  That  there  has  been  no  upheaval,  but  rather  a  subsidence,
*nich  probably  extends  from  the  base  of  the  range  to  the  sea.

3.  That  the  peculiar  lamination  of  the  beds  is  due  to  the  angle
a  t  which  dry  sand  slips  and  rests  when  blown  by  the  wind.

.  4  -  The  beds  of  ironstone  represent  vegetable  matter  destroyed
"*  oxidizing  the  1  so  few  plant  remains  are
found-  '

5.  The  irregular  layers  of  the  sandstone  formation  probably
present  what  was  a  tranquil  portion  of  the  surface  for  a  time,
?  a  y  nic  h  there  may  have  been  a  vegetable  growth  now  represented
b  7  ironstone  bands.

,  6  -  The  smaller  gravel  may  be  wind-blown  ;  the  larger  may  have
°een  derived  from  creeks.  This  is  also  the  origin  of  the  fragments

s  hale.  The  creeks  have  undermined  them  and  broken  them  up.

'•  Conglomerates  may  have  been  derived  from  stony  deserts,
J**  as  we  have  in  t
J  e  stones  ,  :  t  rom  w  hich

blo  *n  awav.
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8.  The  precipitous  cliffs  of  the  Blue  Mountains  are  t
central  cores  of  sandhills,  the  loose  portions  of  which  ha
easily  blown  or  washed  away.

9.  That  in  all  respects  the  sandstone  is  like  many  deser
3  of  the  interior.

desert  re-ion  lias  existed  in  .\

of  knowing  the  e
ancient  desert,  as  there  has  been  subsidence  on  that  side.

13.  This  formation  differs  but  slightly  from  other  an
extensive  aerial  one's  in  other  countries,  especially  in  .
China,  Arabia,  &c.

14.  There  is  no  evidence  of  ice-action,  and  all  the  J
f  i  s  ire  again  i«  h  a  sui  no  it  ion.

APPENDIX.

The  following  illustration  of  an  eolian  rock  in  the  oft-cited  case

- :
Bermuda.—  From  "Notes  by  a  Naturalist  on  the  'Challenger''

By  H.  N.  Moseley,  M.A.,  F.R.S.  ;  page  18.

The  islands  are  almost  entirely  composed  of  '
Band,  more  or  less  consolidated  into  hard  rock.  !  '
and  especially  at  Tuekeisiov,  n  and  Klbow  Hay,  tlrl  "  ''^'/i'
siderable  tracts  covet  >d  with  i  .  1  n  ml-du  i  -.  s  "  m  '  ot  \
are  encroaching  ad,  and  ha  ^
whelmed  at  Mbo*  Bay  a  cottage,  the  chimnt
now  to  be  seen  above  the  sand.  The  c<  1  1
is  prevented  by  the  growth  upon  them  of  sever*
amongst  v.-H  I
penetrating  root-fibres,  is  the  mu,i  elfieieiit,  a  -'
Ipomcea  pes  caprce.  When  these  bi
removed  the  sand  it  on.  heg  n  to  '  "

■  h  ,.  thro  igh  <  f  some  aneien



The  sand  may  be  seen  to  be  made  up  in

^position,  some  being  ^hdyforSiniferous.
«t-  The  Process  is  described  by  Jukes,  in  his  account  c

V  oyageofthe'Fly  >  "'p.  339.
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the  contour  of  the  dimes,  and  thus,  where  these  have  been  perfect
domes  or  mounds,  dip  outwards  in  all  directions,  with  curved
surfaces  from  a  central  vertical  axis.  Such  an  arrangement  is
constantly  to  be  seen  where  sections  of  the  older  rocks  are  exposed
I  saw  especially  good  instances  of  it  in  a  small  island,  near  <  V
Island  in  UYtnii  -ion  Sound.  Where  I  ,a  i  ,  L  ,  or  long  ridges  of  sand
have  been  fori,  i  |  ,  ieSt  biffi
tion  are  produced.

All  kinds  of  curious  irregularities  in  arrangement  are  to  be  found
in  the  bedding  of  the  stra  i  from  the  encroach-
ment  of  one  dune  upon  th<>  ed  U  e  of  another,  or  the  action  of
various  eddies  of  wind,  or  the  burying  of  a  small  dune  in  tIl-
edge  of  a  larger  one.  In  some  cases  an  already  hardened  done,
after  having  suffered  denudation  bv  the  action  of  the  waves,  1^
become  buried  in  a  more  recent  "wind  mound,  and  this  proa-
may  have  been  repealed  several  time  ,  as  the  accompany^
diagram  showing  the  arrangement  of  bedding  in  some  rocks  a:
!  lstl  °  Hu!  "  "  will  I,  v.  |  saw  no  rock  in  Ih-ri.iiida  witl
inclination  in  its  bedding  of  more  than  35°  30'  which  is  not  iu«  cl!
more  than  the  slope  of  some  of  the  sand-hills.  '

Dana  terms  this  calcareous  sand  rode  "  drift-sand  rock"*

Nelson  terms  it  "eolian  formation,"  in  his  account  of  the
geology  of  the  Bermudas.!

Jukes  observed  that  in  Heron  Island  the  main  strata  of  cal-

careous  rock  composing  the  island  dipped  outwards  from  the
:  ,  '  '  :•.  .  ■■.-:.  -::"-  '

witn  an  inclination  of  from  8°  to  10°,  and  Nelson  observed  similar
dispositions  of  the  strata  at  Bermuda.

The  rock  at  Bermuda  presents  all  degrees  of  consolidation,  k°®
beds  of  mere  „  iremdy  If*  £
pact  stone.  The  main  c  ,  d  softer  *
Bath  stone.  A  much  I  two  places  mP
islands  only,  and  is  quarri  ion  efforts.  f*
red  fragments  of  ,s>„  ,  ;/  7„  s  dull
£  Abedoflignitc^innrA-M  a  depth  of  10  i
level  in  excav.  |  evident
ancient  peat  b,  i  'o,  (  ui  mth  -
overwhelmed  w  ith  sand  ary  sand  rocks,  »
conglomerate-  i,  M  \  ine  places  cow-

*  Dana,  Corah  and  Coral  1

Mr*!  Nelson,



the  hawkesbury  sandstone.  ^l

Discussion.

Mr.  Wilkinson,  Government  Geologist,  read  his  paper  in  reply,
as  follows  :—  I  feel  it  incumbent  upon  me  to  offer  a  few  remarks
upon  the  able  and  interesting  paper  which  has  been  read,  because
in  it  Mr.  Tenison-Wooda  hi  a  pu  before  us  a  theory  not  only
opposed  to  the  views  rut.  riaii  1  l.y  .ill  previous  observers  as  to
the  aqueous  origin  of  the  Ha  •  but  also  to  the
supposed  evidence  which  I  had  the  honor  of  bringing  under  the
notice  of  this  Society,  of  ice  action  having  been  concerned  in  the
deposition  of  these  rocks.

I  am  sure  Mr.  Tenison-  Woods  is  desirous  that  we  should
freely  express  our  views  upon  this  very  interesting  question,  for
he  kindly  gave  me  a  copy  of  his  paper  several  days  before  it  fU

The  paper,  as  you  have  heard,  deals  largely  with  the  formation
of  blown  sand  deposits  :  and  tl  des  pti  m  l.  \  n  of  these  is,  in
nearly  all  respects,  very  accurate.  I  may,  perhaps,  he  justified  m
thus  endorsing  Mr.  Tenison-Wonds'  d.  -  i  ipt  .11.  s.  ing  th  it  1  have
made  many  examinations  of  blown  sand  deposits  dunng  the  past
twenty  years.  I  shall  not,  therefore,  dwell  further  upon  this  part
of  the  paper,  but  I  must  take  exception  to  the  theory  he  now
propounds.  Were  it  not  that  I  have  made  cuivf:-
oftheHawkesln;:  •  l  might  have
had  some  reluctance  in  questioning  the  opinion  of  such  an
eminent  scientific  observer  ;  and  seeing  that  Mr.  Tenison-  Woods
has  happily  s  iven  us  a  case  in  point,  where  Darwin's  theory  as
to  the  formation  or  '-  has  been  prove,!  built  v.
I  venture  to  be  a  little  presumptuous,  and  say  that  my  friends
theory  may  be  at  fault  also.  .  __

Mr.  Tenison-  Woods  thus  -  ''■*  lus  essa  y.  :
J  1.  That  the  Hawkesbury  sandstone  is  a  wind-blown  formation
"'trrsp.Tscd  with  lagoons  and  morasses,  with  impure  p-at.  I
do  not  question  the  possibility  of  blown  sand  deposits  occupying  as
extensive  or  even  a  larger  area  than  that  of  the  Hawkesbury
formation.  For  instance,  even  in  the  Herbert  and  Diamantma
district,  beyond  Cooper's  Creek,  there  is  a  vast  area,  several
hundred  miles  in  extent,  covered  at  intervals  with  blown  sand
*<%es  in  the  course  of  formation.  My  assistant,  Mr.  J.  X.
Came,  who  has  .  I  country,  informs  me  that
some  of  the  sand  ridges  res  ei  !  -ankments,  and
J*  for  a  distanced  12  *■  They  vary
fr  om  200  to  500  yards  in  width,  and  are  about  60  feet  high,
»»d  generally  lie  in  the  direction  of  the  prevailing  winds.  -Between
them  are  mud  tl,  ■  a.  In  the  dry  gather  the

m  «d  cracks,  and  numerous  large  and  deep  fissures  open  m  all
Sections,  so  that  in  places  you  cannot  ride  across  them,  but  ha\e



to  take  a  circuitous  route  along  the  flanks  of  the  sand  ridges.
The  sand  is  of  a  rod  colour,  and  is  evidently  derived  from  the
ferruginous  quartzite  rocks  (probably  Cretaceous),  which,  in  a  very
fragmentary  state,  crop  out  at  intervals,  and  form  the  Downs.  I
may  mention  ai  ough  bul  a  small  one,  with
which  you  all  are  familiar.  The  valley  lying  between  Sydney  and
Botany  Bay  is  partly  filled  with  blown  sand  deposits,  while  Iht  1
and  there  occur  small  lagoons,  in  whirl,  carbonaceous  sediment  is
accumulating.  To  a  certain  extent  this  illustration  may  serve  to
show  sandstones  and  irr.  _ul  n  -'  1  b  b  in  p  ..cess  of  formation;
but  only  in  a  small  degree  will  they  resemble  the  sandstones  and
shales  of  the  Hawkesbury  formation.  The  Hon.  Francis  Lord
informs  me  that  on  the  '  *posed  *•  ,  :
easterly  winds,  the  sand  dunes  have  risen  10  feet  during  the  last
sixteen  years,  burying  up  as  they  advance  on  the  lee  side  the  t
and  other  vegetation.  You  cannot  but  be  struck  with  the  un-
dulating  and  liillv  surface  of  the,.,,  blown  sand  areas.  Now,*
you  look  at  the  beautiful  section^  exposed  in  the  cliffs  along  the
Bondi  coast,  or  in  the  smaller  dills  fringing  tl,
still,  in  those  magnificent  pn-eipie.-s  in  the  lUue  Mountains,  w
most  prominent  feature  that  you  will  notice  is  the  horizon^
stratitieation  of  the  beds  of  sandstone:  in  fact,  the  i
main  lines  of  stratification  is  a  pr<  vailing  featur*  in  ~  ]  '  lu  "
bun  formation,  and  this  alon<  i.  ex  id.  nu  of  tie  1  d,hau»r
fl  -posit.  (1  n  i.ler  wat.  r.  But  in  wind  blown  foi
fication  is  seldom  seen  to  extend  for  more  than  a  few  yarns.  ^

Then,  as  regards  the  thinly-laminated  shales,
sandy  ironstone  shales,  which  sometimes  occu
main  beds  of  sandstone,  I  do  not  see  the  nee.
their  origin  to  dust-storms;  for,  in  their  h
they  exactly  resemble  the  aqueous  rocks  of  the
and  other  formations.  Then,  again,  there  an
shale  beds,  which  Mr.  T.-ni-.n-  Woods  believes  to  be  ot  aq  ^
origin,  and  to  have  been  formed  in  lagoons  or  ^orasse  .  ^
if  you  will  closely  examine  these  deposits—  and  tt^^
many  instances  of  them  to  be  seen  in  the  quarries  and  ^

about  Sydney—  I  think  you  will  come  to  the
after  the  sand  had  been  laid  down,  strong  I-

.:■'..  '  ^  -  e  ■  ;
tl-flneearthvmnUer.hiehe.euMne,  -nl.-in
drifted  the  sand  along,  now  settled  down  in  tin-
and  so  far  tilled  ,1.,,,,  up,  until  reeur.ing  currents  «ther
up  the  layers  of  ,  .  ,d.  ,  ,.',,,.  ,!,;  ;  .  i  ,1,  ,,  with  ft«  J^g,
of  sand  and  pebbles.  The  evidence  of  such  changes  ,  W  ^
place  is  very  clear.  I  will  adduce  further  proof  ot  uu^j  tf
origin  of  the  Hawkesbury  s<  -ins,  in  replymg  1

the other «
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The  second  conclusion  is,  "That  there  has  been  no  upheaval,
but  rather  a  subsidence,  which  probably  extends  from  the  base  of
the  range  to  the  sea."  This  question  does  not  bear  directly  upon
the  mode  of  deposition  of  the  sandstones,  excepting  as  tending  to
show  that  the  rocks  now  below  sea-level,  if  of  wind-blown  forma-
tion,  must  have  subsided.  It  has  always  been  the  opinion  of

y  a  horizontal  position.  But  then  the  same  remark
io  the  Lower  Goal  "  oewWaltoMr
i  elevation  of  3.000  feet  above  sea-level,  and  are  hill  ot
d  other  marine  fowl  remain.  Tin  v  b,  ds  exhibit  no
sturbanee,  their  bed  d  i  ,  i,  u  a  1.  1  ri  outal,  like  that
ft-kesbun  rocks  overlving  them,  and  yet  tlu  upheaval
omthe  sea  is  unquestionable.  In  a  sum  ir  mai  n  r
mnd  above  sea-level  in  the  Wollongong  and  Kiaina

TJi^uinX  ,'  -  they  lme

J  disturbed  and  tilt,  d  up,  as  n-  ar  Maitland,  we  hud  no
ry  rocks  for  it  i-  locality  the  over-
have  been  removed  bv  denudation.  At  Mittaaong.  on
8  ,  rl  j.  .,.  L  g  -,  M'achvte  which
rill  near  th<  a  *  through  both
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F.E.S.,  formerly  Director  of  the  Geological  Survey  of  Victoria,
and  at  present  the  Director  of  the  Can.idnu  Minn,  «W  In-
experience  in  geological  surveying  slmuM  entitle  him  to  be  con-
sidered  one  of  v  a  upon  the  structure  of  rocks,
speaking  of  the  Mesozoic  Carbonaceous  formation  iu\:;:v.
says,  "The  character  of  Hi  indicates  that  they
have  been  formed  in  shallow  water,  under  the  influence  of  strong

stantly  -varying  c iagonal and
.ion  or  'false-bedding.'"  The  forma;

ivf.nvd  to,  whi  -  1  lui\  «■  examined  and  surveyed  in  the  C
Otway,  Geelong,  and  Gippsl  md  <.i.t,nt  .  <  .agists  not  only  of  si
stone  and  shales,  but  of  beds  of  coarse  pebble  c
Selwyn  also  mentions  that  much  '•  f.-i  <  heddinif  i*  observaui

ling'  is  a  proof  of  frequent  diunge  in  the  direction
velocity  of  the  currents  which  brought  the  s.md  and  gravel
the  water.  *  *  Such  ,  p  i  m,,s  ,-,  ndh  Indict.  sLa
water,  and  are  often  seen  in  cutiin-  through  an  old  estuar
delta."  Dana,  in  <

-



point,  and  tends  to  show  ;.h  '  <■  to  currents
of  water.  The  prevailing  direction  of  tin-  din  of  tin-  false-bedding
is  towards  the  north-east,  slow  lng  tliat  the  currents  came  from  the
south-west  ;  hut  there  are  often  seen  beds  with  the  dip  towards

Mr.  Ten  i  son  -  V-  .  4  and  5  refer  to  the  origin
of  the  ironstones.  I  do  not  consider  that  the  irregular  bands

ioned  repi  it  old  '  d  stu  ees,  for  the  bands  not  only
curve  in  all  positions  but  are  sometimes  vertical.  They  may  be
well  seen  in  the  cuttings  all  rn  Railway  be-
tween  Penrith  and  Lithgow.  Most  of  them  have  been  for  1
from  the  oxidation  of  iron  in  solution  in  the  water,  permeating
the  sandstones  and  shales  and  the  joints  traversing  them.  Pro-
fessor  Liversidge  has  made  analyses  of  these  ferruginous  hands.

Conclusion  6  states  that  "the  smaller  gravel  may  be  wind-
blown,  the  larger  may  have  been  derived  from  creeks.  'This  is  also
the  origin  of  the  fragments  of  shale.  The  creeks  have  undermined
them,  and  broken  them  up.''  The  smaller  and  larger  gravels  are
included  in  such  a  maimer  in  th-  sandstone  beds  that  they  have
evidently  been  brought  by  the  same  currents  that  transported
the  sand,  and  which  1  have  already  alluded  to.  It  is  very  un-
usual  to  find  creeks  traversing  for  any  great  distance  blown  sand
beds  for  such  a  distance  as  these  must  have  done,  for  the  rounded
pebbles  of  the  larger  gravel  (which  are  sometimes  o\er  6  inches
a  diameter)  cons  -  rte,  silicious  slate,
l$j  which  may  have  been  derived  from  the  Hartley  ranges,  some
'  '  m  il'  -  dist  tut,  v,  hi.  h  are  the  in  an  st  format!  -us  of  the  character
°r  the  pebbles.  Amongst  tic  of  wind-blown
jands  it  is  very  in  eks  would  have
been  sufficiently  constant  to  have  enabled  pebbles  to  have  been
conveyed  by  them  for  such  a  distance  ;  whereas  the  transport  of

:  .  currents,  and
their  deposition  in  the  manner  in  which  we  find  these,  is  well

jaown.  As  *■■  .  if  vou  closely  examine
^eirniode  of  occurrence  vou  will  sec-  that  they  have  not  been
"^■i-mmed  b\  en  .  k.  s  f  ,  ■  'mans  oi  the  fra-rm.  uts  lie  immediately
ab  °ve  beds  of  shale  that  have  not  been  disturbed.  The  sketch
Placed  before  you  shows  one  of  the  fragments,  12  feet  in  length,

*y  represent  all  the  stones  of  a  sand  :  iii  ■  ii^rs-i.-  from  wh
e  sand  has  been  blown  awav  ''  It  is  impossible  that

^omeratesi  I  ave  been  derr
he  manner  just  mentioned.  To  satisfy  this  theory



bes  must  occur  at  the  base  of  the  series  ;  but  they  do  no
Eounded  pebbles  are  certainly  found  all  through  the  series  fro
bottom  to  top,  but  the  conglomerates  occ  n  \  ri  1  n  dl\  in  tin  ,
most  portions.  Our  fori,,  President  \Hk»k
Rev.  W.  B.  Clarke)  mentions  this  fact  in  the  passage  quoted  1
Mr.  Tenison-  Woods  at  the  commencement  of  his  paper  jand  I  '<:"
also  states  that  the  pebbles  increase  in  numbe
upper  beds.  I  have  examined  many  sections  of  the  Hawk*!!
formation  and  have  not  observed  conglomerates  at  it>  I*
Near  Govett's  Leap  the  conglomerates  are  cemented  by  u  •  ;
manganese  oxides  ;  the  pebbles  are  generally  small,  but  some
them  are  over  2  inches  in  diameter;  a  epoch
this  locality  containing  a  hard  sandstone  pebble  is  now  on  t!
table  before  you.  1  also  exhibit  specimens  of  the  conglomera
from  the  "Woollooniooloo  quarries,  as  they  well  show  the  diflere
kinds  of  the  large  pebbles,  as  well  as  the  ang
shale.  As  you  approach  the  western  margin'':
formation,  near  Marulan,  you  will  find  the  upper  sandstone  be
gradually  pass  into  massive  pebble  conglomerates  of  great  tnic
ness.  This  is  just  what  we  should  expect  to  find  on  the  niarg
of  an  old  estuary  or  lake.  In  the  cliffs  at  Bondi,  and  elsewW
about  Sydney,  you  may  see  small  beds,  3  feet  thick,  or  F

In  their  mode  of  arrangement  the  _  pebbles
plainly  seen  to  have  been  deposited  by  aqueous  agencies.

Conclusion  8.  "The  precipitous  cliffs  of  the  Blue  M<  ■''••■  :  '■■•/■  '
the  hard  central  cores  of  sandhills,  the  loose  portions  oi  *
have  been  easily  blown  or  washed  away."  The  honzonta  J
the  beds  and  their  structure,  which  1  have  already  de.cn>"  ■■
obviously  against  such  a  supposition  as  that  now  staO-d  :  ^
not  therefore  again  refer  to  this.  The  precipitous  dirt-  "  r  ^-
stone,  and  the  sloping  surfaces  of  th<
where  exposed,  plainly  indicate  the  nature  of  a  t
that  have  giv  ;■;<■  shapes.  Dut  u>  ta.-
the  subject  of  :  ning  nu  t,  of  the  r  n  "  :iX  \^\
which  furrow  both  sides  of  the  Main  Dividing  Range,  an  ^
views  have  already  been  published  in  the  "  N'  •  "'  r  .
Railway  Guide-book,"  I  will  not  enter  upon  the  siibjeG  |

Conclusions  9  and  10.—  "That  in  all  r<  -poets  tin  «"  '  "
like  many  desert  formations  of  the  interior,"  and  "  \  hA  }\  "
and  arid  or  desert  region  has  existed  in  A
times,  while  to  the  no,  -
sea,"  In  reference  to  these  conclusions  I  will  only  rem  **

many  of  the  "  desert  for;  ,ln  lH  ,"\  j  '<■:
resemble  .the  Hawkesbury  formation,  then,  fi
already  seen  of  this  foniuiti-..,  I  \-.-i\  much  question  uk-



we  know  that  after  the  Cretaeeous
and  during  the  T<  n  ity  was  mani-
fested  along  the  elevated  land  which  forms  the  Great  Dividing
linage  ;  but  with  the  exception  of  a  few  places  along  the  crest  of
this  range,  I  do  not  think  that  these  eruptions  altered  the  drain-
age,  for  we  find  that  the  old  Tertiary  drainage  channels,  or
"leads,"  as  the  miners  call  them,  took  the  same  direction  as  the
present  ones  ;  and  the  present  range  of  Paleozoic  rocks  which  ex-
tends  through  this  Colony  and  Queensland,  and  the  lateral  range
which  branches  off  from  it  nea  .  s  away  to  the
Grey  Range,  must  have  existed  in  Mesozoic  times,  as  they  evi-
dently  formed  the  eastern  and  part  of  the  southern  margin  of  the
Cretaceous  sea.

Conclusions  12  and  13  T  need  not  now  refer  to.  No.  14  states
that  "there  is  no  r\i,hmoo  of  i<v  aeiion,  and  all  the  physical
features  are  against  snch  a  supposition."  Now,  the  mode  of
occurrence  of  tin  ■  •,  which  I  described  in
a  paper  which  I  had  the  honor  of  reading  before  the  Society  last
7ear,  I  can  only  attribute  to  the  ad  ton  of  ice.  I  do  not  see  that
^e  physical  features  of  the  period  when  the  Hawkesbury  rocks
were  deposited  may  have  be*  i  .  ■_  tii  si  this  -  ipposition;  on  the
contrary,  I  think  tie  'V  loav  have  favoured  it.  fur  on  the  western
jaargin  f  the  Hawk,'  .bury  area,  ni  ar  \\  wenfells,  ve  bind  that  at
«ast  a  thickness  of  10,000  feet  of  the  Devonian  formation  has
been  removed  by  denudation.  This  is  no  supposition;  it  is  fact,
Pertained  by  actual  meat  •  strata*  as  shown
jjpon  my  geological  map  of  that  district.  What  may  not  then
jjave  been  the  denudation  of  the  remaining  margin  of  the  Hawkes-
b  jry  area?  Besides,  W  e  do  not  know  the  extent  of  the  subsidence  ,
?*  the  eastern  margin  of  the  Ilawkesburv  an  -a.  as  Mr.  Tenison-
Woods  has  justly  stated  in  his  Lihh  cwhisi  1  do  not  look  for
Jty  of  the  signs  of  ice  action  mentioned  by  Mr.  Teauaca-Wooda,
bllt  I  do  for  certain  sigi  s  th  it  la  has  m  nenti  med,  and  they  are
hp  signs  of  i/i-ound  v  At  different  h  els  in  tin  series  in  thm

j^s  of  shale,  and  the  saiulst.m.'s  immediately  above  these  shale
P  3  frequently  enclose  angular  boulders  of  all  sizes  up  t  nn
f  et  °r  more  in  diameter.  These  boulders  have  l>een  torn  up

j.  1<?  underlying  UmI.s  of  shah  md  embedded  in  i  very  coni

■  and  mode  of  occurrence  of  I
..f  oft  hale  ,wd,uth  hh.'.s  ih^t  the  shale  beds  1

f^  been  disturb,,  I  by  muvin-  iee.  Professor  Julius  von  Haast,  \
J  h  jI>.,F.Rls,  Dip  •  .aim,  New  Zealand,  1

48  a  lso  examined  these  boulder  beds,  and  expressed  to  me  his  I



opinion  that  the  underlying  shales  have  been  broken  up  by
'■  ground  ii  <  '  in  DcuimImi.  1^7','.  I  l  1  l  l'  '
subject  to  the  Royal  Soci,  t\  ..t  N.w  South  Wales,  and  Pr<-r-
W.  J.  Stephens,  M.A.,  communicated  to  the  Linnean  Society  ot
New  South  Wales  the  results  of  similar  obs<
himself  of  the  Hawkesbury  rocks  in  the  Upper  Nepean  district

Professor  Stephens  said  :  When  I  heard  last  Wednesday  a  most
ingenious  account  mid  by  Mr.  Woods  on  the  geology  of  our  sand-
stone,  I  felt  I  should  like  to  have  some  opportunil
at  least  one  or  two  details,  but  as  tin-  tune  w.i-  -h-rt  wi  ^
evening,  it  was  suggested  and  resolved  tliat  th.
be  deferred  to  an  adjourned  m.-.-ting.  On  Sate)

Now.  so  far  as  a
or  calcareous  matter  iiiv  alone  m-arded.  thi-  i
probability  correct-  and  thus  -V  far  as  the  formation  oi_
Hawkesbury  rockYi,  al  n  ■  ul  d  r  ,  .^deration,  the  a*"**

which  depends  upon  it  is  jn.t.  Hut  1  do  nor
Tenison-Woods  needs  to  be  reminded  that  the  same  obser*^
late  Profes,or  Sir  (J.  Wyvili,.  Thomson,  F.R.S,  who  was
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absolute  and  universal  applic
Under  the  head  of  Stratification,  Mr,  IV  nison-  Woods  gives  an

account  of  the  false-bedding  or  oblique  lamination  so  character-
istic  of  the  Hawkesbury  sandstones,  and  insists  with  perfect  justice
on  the  extreme  prevalence  of  this  phenomenon  in  their  stratifi-
cation.  On  one  point,  however,  I  must  express  my  doubts.  He
states  that  "  the  irregularity  of  the  dip  of  the  false-bedding  is
surprising;  in  a  few  feet  the  dip  will  vary  in  almost  every  direc-
tion  and  angle,  though  rarely  at  a  greater  one  than  25°."  Now,
I  have  for  many  years  habitually  examined  every  example  of  false-
bedding  that  has  fallen  under  my  notice;  but  I  have  done  this
only  in  order  to  see  in  what  direction  these  particular  sands  were
moving  when  they  formed  these  lamina;,  or,  in  other  words,  accord-
ing  to  my  own  view  of  the  formation,  to  ascertain  what  was  the
general  direction  of  the  currents  which  drifted  the  said  sand.
Consequently  I  never  took  special  note  of  the  amount,  but  only  of
the  direction  of  dip,  or,  which  comes  to  the  same  thing,  I  dis-
regarded  dip,  and  regarded  only  strike.  I  can,  therefore,  only
state  my  strong  impression,  without  actual  measurement,  that  the
angle  of  dip  is  almost  constant,  varying  very  little  indeed.  I
should  in  any  cas  i  tei  Ltion  to  sections,  as  in  these
the  true  obliquity  of  lamination  is  only  seen  when  the  plane  of
section  happens  to  be  at  right  angles  to  the  strike  of  the  lamina?,
the  angle  gradually  diminishing  as  this  plane  becomes  more  nearly
Parallel  to  the  strike,  until,  when  the  section  is  along  the  line  of
strike,  all  obliquity'  disappears.  In  other  words,  the  apparent
inclination  of  the  laminae,  as  seen  in  section,  varies  from  (say)  25°
^  0°,  as  the  angle  which  the  section-plane  makes  with  the  strike
varies  from  90°  to  0°.  This  consideration  has  always  led  me  to
examine  the  false-bedding  only  where  its  planes  are  thoroughly
exposed,  as  in  the  water-tables  of  mountain  roads,  river  beds,  and
in  those  flagstone  quarries  where  this  structure  gives  special  value
*°  the  stone.  And  my  impression—  I  am  sorry  that  I  cannot
substitute  a  more  positive  term—  after  observing  many  hundreds
01  examples,  i  ique  L_
jonstant,  and  very  near,  but  I  should  have  thought  less  than  i->  .
1  am  quite  alive  to  the  absurdity  of  opposing  mere  impressions  to
exact  observations,  and  do  not  expect  to  have  my  general  recol-
lections  weighed,  even  for  a  moment,  against  the  statements  of  Mr.
Venison-  Woods  ;  but  this  impression  is  so  strong  upon  my  mmd,
*at  I  could  not  ,  $  it  before  you  as  part  of  the
defence  of  Water  against  Wind.  I  have  not  been  able  to  leave
Sydney  since  the  original  paper  was  read,  and  am  therefore  unable

»  verify  my
°r  surrender  the  point.  On  this  head  Darwin  is  clearly  i
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first  in  stating  that  the  dip  of  the  laminae  is  frequently  as  high  as
45°,  and,  secondly,  in  referring  them  to  disturbances  of  the  sea
during  storms  in  which  "  the  "bed  of  the  ocean  is  heaped  up  during
gales  into  great  ripple-like  furrows  and  depressions,  which  are
afterwards  cut  off  by  the  currents  during  more  tranquil  weather,
and  again  furrowed  during  gales."  For  my  own  part,  I  have  no
doubt  that  this  lamination  is  in  general  caused  by  the  flow  of  water
carrying  sandy  or  other  detritus  from  one  level  to  another.  As
the  grains  fall  over  the  verge  they  arrange  themselves  in  sloping
beds,  descending  to  the  lower  level.  This  slanting  front  is  imme-
diately  covered  by  another  thin  course,  dipping  at  the  sameangle.
This  process  I  have  often  watched  in  the  sands  of  Morecambe  *y  ;
It  is,  in  fact,  this  drift  of  wind-and-water-shifted  sands  that
changes  with  such  rapidity  the  river  courses  in  that  estuary.  1  *
channels  are  continually  but  gradually  altering  a
the  principal  cause  of  their  sudden  and  dangerou
believe,  the  action  of  the  wind  on  very  thin  shei  ts
ing  very  quick  sands.  And  the  layers  so  deposited  are,  *
solidified,  the  lamina,  of  the  oblique  or  cross  or  false  striata*
of  which  we  have  such  abundant  illustration  in  the  Haw**)  j
beds.

The  broad  band  of  red  stone  exposed  in  the  upper  cut  J  S
the  second  Zigzag  deserves  further  i
sume  to  question  Mr.  Tenison-  Woods'  views  as
but  only  to  indicate  that  it  appears  to  form  a  distinct  me  ^
the  upper  beds,  which  may  serve  as  a  geologies
which  other  portions  may  be  referred.  For  not  only  ^
tinous  along  the  range  of  Hassan's  Walls  to  Bowenfels,  an  ^  ^
to  Mount  Victoria  and  t  a  t0  the  ^ri-rbeds
similar  rock  appears  at  the  top  of  the  Bulli  Pass,  and  sinm  rf
of  much  greater  thickness  were  pierced  by  the  ^arnom
Sutherland.  I  think  that  Dr.  Hector  was  inclined  to  Mr^

that  in  the  latter  case,  at  least,  it  marked  th
Carboniferous  to  the  Hawkesbury  beds  ;  and  though  t  ^^
the  ascending  scale  would  throw  the  lower  portion  ot  ^  0%
cliffs  into  the  coal  measures,  yet  the  i

The  undulating  character  of  the  true  ;  lit-
is  frequently  u  d  to  by  Mr.  l«u»  ^  ^

And  if  such  inv-nil  ;  iriti,.sof*<l.-p<^itio:.  «nv  :
in  the  Hinl  ,J,„n\  ,-,„  |  ir  e  <_"  ".  r  ilh  *

■■':■■■■  "  '..

during  th
completm
Hawkesbury  beds  is  their  principal  feature.  .  'A*  1
thicken  here  and  thin  out  there,  and  their  surfaces

completness  of  his  demonstration  ;  but  the  horizon  ^  ^
Hawkesbury  bed,  is  their  principal  feature  ■  ^^  the***
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not  truly  horizontal  ;  but  they  are  horizontal  enough  to  be  called,
as  they  are  by  Darwin,  Clarke,  and  Mr.  Tenison-  Woods  himself,
horizontal  rather  than  undulal  '  water  was  con-
cerned  somehow  or  other  in  their  levelling.  We  may  admit  that
where  exposed  sands  arc  saturated  at  a  certain  depth  with  water,  the
friction  of  strong  or  continous  Avinds  will  plane  down  all  elevations
above  that  horizon  of  saturation,  and  leave  a  surface  as  Hat  as  those
in  question  ;  but  is  i  u  l<  aitly  of  water,
should  blow  sands  into  horizontal  beds  ?

Again,  the  material.-,  of  which  the  partings  which  separate
these  beds  are  composed  are  arranged  in  laminae,  which  are  "  thin,
horizontal,  and  rather  difficult  to  trace."  They  are  sometimes  not
to  be  traced  at  all  ;  and,  where  they  do  exist,  they  may  quite  as
well  have  been  the'i  <ul  oi  h.  burying  up  of  fresh-water  algae  or
other  aquatic  plants  by  successive  layers  of  sand  under  water,  as
of  a  similar  overlaying  of  aland  vegetation,  including,  I  suppose
trees,  stems,  and  branches,,  with  hard  woody  tissue,  or  at  least
with  nuts  or  the  like,  which  might  as  well  have  been  preserved  in
fhe  partings,  as  casual  fragments  of  the  kind  have  been  in  the
Intermediate  thickness  of  the  beds.  Now,  Mr.  Woods  does,
indeed,  allow  the  action  of  water  in  swamps  or  pools,  and  in

bfc  of  «  hich  action  the  shales  intercalated  in  the  sandstone  give
frequent  indications.  They  have  been,  he  says,  deposited  m  the
swamps,  and  subsequently  eroded  by  the  creeks.  And  this  would
account  for  many,  but  not  for  all  of  the  phenomena  presented.  I
quote  Darwin  again  :  -In  M-vral  parts  of  the  sandstones  I  no-
ticed  patches  of  shale,  which  might  at  the  first  glance  have  been
jnistaken  for  ex:  .  their  horizontal  laminae,
however,  being  parallel  with  those  of  the  sandstone,  showed  that
%  were  the  remains  of  thin  continuous  beds.  One  such  fragment
(Probably  the  section  of  a  Ion-  narrow  strip)  seen  in  the  face  of
a  cliff,  was  of  greater  vertical  Ith,  which  proves
that  this  bed  of  shale  must  have  been  in  some  degree  consolidated
«ter  having  been  deposited,  and  before  being  worn  away  by  the
cn  *rents.  Each  patch  of  the  shale  shows  also  how  slowly  many
°jthe  successive  layers  of  sandstone  were  deposited."  Examples
of  simil  ar  erosion  are  common  j  an  excellent  one  occurring  in  a
^arry  to  the  west  of  Eushcutter's  Bay,  which  is  duplicated  by  a
nearly  parallel  section  at  the  foot  of  the  cliff  to  the  east  of  Wol-
io  omooloo.  The  evidence  in  favour  of  the  existence  of  strong

JJtfrents  of  water  is  unmistakable.  Tkey  have  cut  channels
rf°ugh  sands  and  shales,  and  filled  them  up  again,  sometimes
7«a  stuff  derived  from  the  immediate  neighbourhood,  containing
'  :  -  !  -■■■-,  of  tii-  already  indurated  beds,  and  sometimes  with  clean

^a  which  may  have  been  drifted  some  distance.  Such  rivers  are
J  01  to  be  found  in  a  system  of  sandhills,  unless  the  dunes  be
to  nued  by  the  river,  or  intervene  between  it  and  the  sea.
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Though  the  sandstone  is  generally  fine-grained,  yet  it  often  be-
comes  gritty  and  coarse-grained,  sometimes  so  much  so  as  to  pass
rather  into  a  conglomerate.  And  the  conglomerates  of  the  Hawkes-
bury  rocks  are,  so  far  as  my  observation  extends,  of  two  distinct  char-
acters.  One,  in  which  the  pebbles  are  chiefly  or  entirely  of  quartz,
very  imperfectly  rounded  and  almost  always  cemented  by  iroa
sandstone.  Such  rocks  are  common  near  Mount  Victoria,
Katoomba,  and  many  other  spots  <
inhere.  In  the  immediate  nej._dd.oiimmediate  neighbourhood  of  Sydney,  however,

there  is  a  locality  very  easy  of  access  and  examination,  in  which
this  formation  may  be  observed.  I  mean  Clark  Island,  off  Rose
Bay.  (Specimen  produced.)  WTj  ere  the  iron  cement  is  absent
I  observe  the  quartz  pebbles  to  be  smaller,  whiter.  ;md  very  w>i.y
separated,  as  in  many  places  about  Nm-tli  Head,  e.g.  Clifton
Heights.  The  larger  pebbles  are  often,  as  may  be  seen,  traversed
by  ferruginous  veins,  which,  however,  may  not  have  been  impreg-
nated  previously  to  their  being  imbedded  "in  the  composite  mass.
The  second  form  of  conglomerate  is  much  rarer,  is  not  very  ferru-
ginous,  and  contains  larger  and  well  rounded  pebbles  of  vanous
rocks  or  minerals.  I  observed  a  "ood  instance  last  year,  in  com-
pany  with  the  Rev.  Dr  Wool!.  in  the  <'oi  of  the  Grose  Rw».
aboutamile,  as  I  should  guess,  from  the  junction  of  the  Sprmg-
wood  Creek,  or  two  miles  beb.w  that  of  the  Burralow.  Itishoj
intercalated  with  and  passes  into  the  sandstones,  and  has  v*
much  the  appearance  of  a  reconstruction  of  the  materwls  ;  or
older  and  more  massive  conglomerate,  such  as  is  found  a  t*  '
burndale,  near  Kirkconnell.  It  may,  indeed,  be  supposed  I  uw
the  point  which  I  have  mentioned  the  coal  measures  have  been
into  and  exposed  by  the  river.  LVrhaps  this  is  the  fact,  as
tainly  is  a  few  miles  higher  up.  I  can  only  say  that,  ^
strongest  desire  to  find  indications  to  that  purport,  I  waS  \  ave
obliged  to  acquiesce  in  their  absence.  Now,  whatever  may  ^
been  the  origin  of  the  tiiM  da.-s  or  qnartz..so  conglomera  ^  f
second  are  undoubtedly  of  aqueous,  and  in  many  eases  proo  J
fluviatile  origin.  Bui  ■  I,,ie  loC  ^*»
may  appear  to  be,  of  aerial  origin,  ..wing  their  coarseness*^
to  thp  siftinr,  „..*;  en  •  ,  :  ...,-,.,!..,  I  •

quartz  beii,_-  able  to  travel  so  far  to  the  eastward,  u
i|„.  whole  p.-rioa  <■"."

beoottingptt



Island.  If,  indeed,  any  of  our  conglomerates  were  composed  of
concretionary  lumps.  I  mi-lit  nr,--\,\  Mr.  'I'.  r.i  vm-  Woods'  theory
so  far  as  they  were  in  question.

Once  more,  as  to  the  horizontally  of  the  beds.  The  general
slope  of  the  original  s  irfaee  from  th  base  of  those  cmim  nces,  such
as  Mount  King  George,  Blount  Toinah,  and  Mount  Hay,  which
have  been  preserved  from  denudation  by  their  caps  of  basalt,  down
to  the  eastern  escarpment,  is  of  course  determined  for  us  by  the
summit  levels  of  the  various  ridges  which  remain  as  watersheds  of
general  drainage.  This  slope,  which  is  at  the  rate  of  100  feet  per
mile,  presents  all  the  appearances  which  would  lead  one  to  suppose
that  it  was  a  plan  ;.  I  am  confident  t!iat  no
one  contemplating  it  for  the  first  time  could  come  to  any  other  con-
clusion.  But,  as  Mr.  Tenison-  Woods  justly  urges,  marine  action
is  out  of  court.*  The  "  plane  of  marine  denudation"  must  there-
fore  have  its  nam-  erased  from  the  evidence,  in  spite  of  its  extreme
plausibility.  And  we  shall  [stake  has  been
inade  in  this  when  we  observe  that  the  underlying  coal  measures
slope  in  precisely  the  same  manner  towards  the  same  quarter.
Then  the  question  occurs,  —  Were  both  formations  constructed
upon  a  pre-existing  slope,  to  wdiich  their  own  bedding  was  accom-
modated  ;  or  has  there  been  a  general  movement  of  elevation  in
the  west,  and  depression  in  the  east  ?  I  am  certain  from  ex  a  min  a-
tion  of  the  phenomena  of  the  Hawkesbury  valley  that  its  bed  must
at  one  time  —  perhaps  as  far  back  as  the  period  which  we  call  Cre-
taceous  —  have  been  several  hundred  feet  above  the  sea,  and  that
^}thin  the  Tertiary  epoch  it  must  have  been  at  least  200  feet
mgher  than  at  present.  These  considerations  induce  me  to  con-
cede  that  there  has  been  a  movement,  though  not  perhaps  to  a
Ve  ry  great  extent,  and  certainly  not  such,  either  in  direction  or
^tent,  as  to  raise  any  marine  formations  above  the  sea,  but  rather
tfi e contrary.

The  portions  of  Mr,  Woods'  paper  which  deal  with  the  shape
°*  the  sand-grains  are  exceedingly  interesting  and  important,
/he  recrystallization,  or  epicrystallization  of  the  quartz  had  ind.-ed
«**  previously  considered  by  the  late  Bev.  W.  B.  Clarke  ;  but
n  °  one,  so  far  as  I  am  aware,  has  previously  attempted  to  apply
10  the  Hawkesbury  rocks  the  tests  of  roundness  and  angularity,
18  distinguishing  water  sands  from  wind  sands.  And  although
^etamorphic  action  has  obliterated,  as  the  author  laments,  the
'  HW4  riatic  form  on  which  he  relies,  there  are  abundant  instances
^er  e  the  grains  have  remained  unaltered,  and  testify  to  their
J^gat  one  time  or  other  suffered  attrition,  or  rather  contrition,
^der  i  ong  protracted  periods  of  sand-drift.  But  though  their



sphericity  testifies  t

ing  by  molecular  d

in thi-ir sphericity.

,-  portions  may  have
-nly  with  reference  to
sin  these  rocks  that
,  r  hvpDtliesLslias^e

lt  ft.  t.  rilv  accounts
i -'■■■ Hlue Jlountain

h'icli has now been pro-
,.  n  .loubtful,  ho^ff'
';.v,,.H v similar on?*;



of  the  (livid  int;-  mngo,  from  the  ridge  lirtwiru  Cassilis  and  the

sandstone,  and  have  therefore  had  n<»  inrluence  on  its  deposition;
but  it  is  reasonable  to  suppose  that  they  are  only  later  outbreaks
of  the  same  energv  whieh'ha'l  previously  formed  a  (possibly  broken)
range,  penetral  bedi  in  the  position  and
direction  above  mentioned,  just  as  the  main  Liverpool  range  does,
running,  as  we  see,  nearly  east  from  Casilis,  and  therefore  almost
at  right  angles  to  its  southern  extension  towards  the  west.  From
the  terminal  point  of  this  extension  we  see  upon  the  map  a  most
extraordinary  streak  of  sandstone,  forming  the  Main  Dividing
Range,  but  at  rijit  ..  !•>-,  ;  >  i  i  ■  s  -uth-western  extension  of  the
range.  It  is  like  the  handle  of  a  frying-pan,  when  the  pan  itself
represents  the  Ha\  k.  I>ui  \  I  i  n,  and,  until  T  1  id  the  pleasure  of
bearing  Mr.  Teniscm  Woods"  paper,  ap]  eared  to  me  quite  inexplica-
ble.  Now,  onthe  eoiitrarv.  ;  t  a]  pars  the  most  natural  thine  in  the
*orld.  Grant  tha  .  -rvard.  blow-
"ig  for  ages  unci  pen  of  tie  ■  Tall  „  agar,  and
rising  to  the  crest  d  the  dividing  range  at  this  point—  itself  of
then  recent  ori  «™  on  the  lee,  if
lot  also  on  the  windward  side  of  the  elevation  such  a  stripe  of  sands
--ultimately  to  b  we  find  them  If  this  vol-
canic  ridge  t  tended  ah  i  to  the  southward—  and  what
***>■  be  more  prol  h«  valle  y  of  **">
Jwn  and  Ma©  !umuk*e  about  it,
to  be  in  time  also  converted  into  sandstones,  and  to  be  capped  in
Particular  points  by  subsequent  eruptions  along  the  same  general
J^e.  The  sands,  or  sandstones,  not  protected  by  this  capping,

ly,  I  am  ready  to  believe,  by

Is'  argument,  I  may  refer  to
Samoi.  In  the  open  valley
.no-es,  there  are  no  sandstones
)f°  carboniferous  date,  which

arge  nollows  in  the  original  valley
rhite  quicksand,  evidently  of  eolian  forma-

abundant,  as  for  example,  at  KiUarney

equently  removed,  pari
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Creek  and  elsewhere.  The  only  fossils  I  could  t
are  obscure  remains  of  veg  h  a  few  wei
fragments  of  cycadaceous  plants  Here,  1  repeat,  in  the  broad
open  valley  which  runs  without  ;  break  up  to  the  head  of
Breeza  Plains,  or  ratlier  to  the  (hip,  where  there  is  a  station  on
the  Narrabri  railway  line,  there  areno  sand-hills  worth  mentioumir;
but  to  the  southward  of  J  5o^  ]  i.  n  hrre  the  rau-es  which  ^jan;
the  Terrabeile  Creek  from  the  liriiralow  formal  break-wind,  v
have  a  capping  of  undoubtedly  'eoliau  sandstone.  This,  the
Willela  range,  has  a  very  gradual  slope  to  the  west,  but  ends  in  a
very  steep  escarpment  upon  the  east,  resting  there  upon  beds  of
shale  which  are  so  ferruginous  as  to  deserve  the  name  of  iron  ore,
and  which  overlie  eonfonnal.lv  the  sandstone  and  conglomerates
which  there  cover  very  thinly  the  actual  coal.  These  rocks  a  .
something  like  some  of  the  upper  beds  of  the  Ua*  kesbun  r
between  Blue  Mountain  line  and  Mount  Victoria  ;  but  they  are
not  indurated  like  the  greater  part  of  the  formation,  and  are  much
shallower.  From  their  position,  overlying  as  they  do  the  Carboni-
ferous  beds,  they  may  be  really  coeval  with  the  Hawkesbury's,
and  the  vegetation  is  very  similar  though  richer.

At  the  same  time,  the  general  appearance  of  the  stratification
and  composition  of  the  rod  la  range  is  so  very
different  from  that  of  any  portion  of  the  Hawkesbury  BerioW  J  •
while  I  admit  that  its  geog  I  evidently  eohan
character  sene  to  illustrate,  and  to  a  certain  extent  to  corro-
borate  the  views  which  Mr.  Tenison-  Woods  has  so  vigorous}
maintained,  [  am  nevertheless  hound  to  fix  my  attention  upon
the  points  of  d  m  on  ,j^  e  ^f  resemblance,
and  to  infer  that  different  mode,  of  deposition  have  been  folio**  1
m  the  two  cases.  If  the  Will,  ,  r;,.-,  ,\  of  entirely  aerial  ej'-
as_  seems  certain,  then  it  also  seems  probable  that  the  Blue  m
tain  beds  are  not.

I  regret  that,  for  reasons  already  stated,  I  am  obliged  to  deer
Efie  farther  statement  of  my  own  opinion  upon  thi
ing  subject  to  a  future  opportunity.  Meanwhile  I  should  **£
to  express,  in  as  emphatic  a  manner  as  possible,  my  sense  oi
great  obligation  onder  whi  la  has  laid  sll
geologists,  even  tlmu-di  his  vien-s  nnv  not  in  all  respects  »*
with  unqualified  a  P|  bation  or  as^nt.  It  i
W  made  the,  m  will  be  a^

from  time  to  time.  ^
Professor  Liversidge  said  :—  I  am  sorry  to  say  I  have  not?

pared  any  writtu  u  ,  „  M,  |,  ,  Woods'  ]»££
tnat,  in  consequence,  as  compared  with  the  previous  speakers,



very  much  in  the  position  of  a  guest  unprovided  with  a  wedding
garment  ;  but  I  made  a  few  notes  at  the  time  Mr.  Tenison-Woods
was  reading  his  paper,  on  the  copy  lie  kindly  placed  at  my  disposal,
and  I  may  now,  perhaps,  be  allowed  to  refer  to  them.  I  think  I
was  appealed  to  by  Mr.  Tenison-Woods  in  one  or  two  eases,  and
perhaps  it  will  be  best  for  me  to  comment  upon  those  matters  in

lavrkesbury

of  more  or  less  rounded  grains  of  sand,  upon  many  at  which  ■
crystalline  structure  has  been  developed  by  metamorphic  action,
cemented  together  by  a  felspathic  paste;  in  addition,  scales  of
mica  are  usually  visible,  and  smaller  quantities  of  less  common
minerals.  This  sandstone  has  been  probably  derived  from  the
disintegration  of  a  granite  or  similar  rock  ;  the  grains  of  sand
represent  the  quartz,  and  the  felspathic  cement  the  felspar  of  the
orignal  rock  ;  the  mica  scales.  Win-  light  and  more  easily  decom-
posed,  have  for  the  most  part  disappeared  ;  some  of  the  rarer
minerals  present  in  the  sandstone  were  also  derived  from  the
original  granitoid  rock,  but  others  have  doubtless  been  formed  in
it  subsequently.

Then  there  was  a  question  as  to  the  presence  of  hyalite  —  a
nydrated  form  of  silica.  I  am  not  quite  satisfied  that  hyalite  is
present  in  quantity.  The  in  «  »  g  ood  section
01  the  sandstone  renders  it  very  difficult  in  some  cases  to  say
whether  the  fragments  are  particles  of  crystallized  quartz  or
Particles  of  the  non-crvstallized  hyalite.  When  you  can  prepare  a
pod  section  of  a  rock  for  the  microscope,  the  use  of  polarized
"gut  will  generally  enable  you  to  distinguish  between  the  two,
Jit  the  sandstone  is  far  too  friable  to  permit  of  this  ;  accordingly
lam  not  satisfied  tl  at  •■  hvdrated  sili,  a  has  aeted  as  a  cement  be-
tween  the  particles,"  as  stated  by  the  author  of  this  paper.

The  next  question  was  as  to  the  origin  of  the  masses  and  layer
J*  ironstone  in  the  Hawkesbury  rocks.  There  can,  I  think
"*  no  doubt  that  the  theory  first  put  forth  by  Gustav  Bischof,
aad  now  suggested  by  Mr.  Tenison-Woods  as  an  explanation
of  the  presence  of  the  oxide  of  iron  in  these  rocks,  sufficiently
^counts  both  for  the  presence  of,  and  for  the  peculiarities  pre-
dated  by,  much  of  the  ironstone,  but  not  for  all.  Probably
^^e  of  the  larger  horizontal  bands  or  layers  have  been  formed
m  «ch  as  we  see  |  -  I  **»  present
•*  The  larger  veins  have  perhaps  been  formed  by  infiltration,
bu  t  the  smaller  irregular  veins,  and  the  nodular  concretionary
^es,  have  probably  been  formed  in  a  somewhat  different
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way.  In  the  first  instance,  it  may  be  assumed  that  the  oxide  of
iron  was  fairly  uniformly  dill'ii—d'  throughout  the  rock,  but  has
sin  :c  grad  i  illy  segregated  together  until  it  has  formed  a  compact
mass,  vein,  or  layer.  It  seems  to  bo  an  order  of  nature  for  certain
like  particles  to  collect  together.  In  many  eases  you  will  see  a
nucleus  of  brown  hematite  in  this  sat  i<h  tone  surrounded  by  con-
centric  bands  of  a  brown  colour  (also  oxide  of  iron),  which  get
fainter  as  the  distance  increases  from  the  central  nucleus;  audi
think  that  in  most  cases,  certainly,  there  is  no  doubt  that  this
oxide  of  iron  v.  ,  distributed  throughout  the
mass  of  the  rock.  The  calcareous  and  other  cor

hales  often  afford  striking  instances
of  certain  substances  to  separate  out  from  the  i

extent,  but  if

denovo.  I  regarded  t  hm,  ;  «  •  f,  I,  wat-r  origin.  Ofcourse.it
they  should  prove  to  be  of  <  I  here  is  th  e  same
necessity  to  assume  that  uph.-.-u  >!  ]ius\:.k-n  place.  Mr.  Tenison-
Woods  states  that  th-  aivt  o,  ,■■'.,  i  ;
for  them  to  be  of  fresh
'  -  -
area  covered  by  them  is  not  very  mat  -  ter  than  "  '

f^'oTby  tiL^C  '■!  \  !.  ,  I  '  ,VC  !a,  rt  !

'  i  '  "...  J  .  '■■  :  '  "

izedbyeertaii  ,  most  of  all  ^
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I  agree  with  Mr.  Tenison-  Woods  that  the  evidence  as  to  ice
action  in  the  Hawkesbury  rocks  is  not  at  present  sufficient  to
warrant  us  in  attributing  the  presence  of  the  shale  boulders  to  its
agency.  It  is  true  that  I  have  not  made  a  special  study  of  glacial
deposits,  but  I  have  examined  many  of  them  of  various  kinds  in  the
old  country,  and  I  have  seen  nothing  here  resembling  them.  The
mere  presence  of  angular  masses  and  fragments  of  shale  is  in  itself
not  sufficient  evidence  of  either  ground  ice  or  other  form  of  glacial
action.  I  think  it  is  probable  that  by  some  agency  the  beds  of
shale  have  been  undermined,  whether  by  running  water  or  the
action  of  the  weather,  and  that  the  talus  of  broken-off  angular
fragments  has  become  covered  up  with  sand,  and  since  consoli-
dated.  The  screes  or  accumulations  of  rock  fragments  which  form
at  the  base  of  cliffs,  both  inland  and  along  the  coast,  are  either
ground  down  into  rounded  pebbles,  giving  rise  to  conglomerates
and  sands,  or  they  may  be  covered  up  without  losing  their  angu-
larity  of  form,  and  the  latter  appears  to  have  been  the  case  in  this
instance.  8ub»  <  v  bring  to  light
indisputable  signs  of  ice  agency.

Mr.  Tenison-  Woods  speaks  of  the  consolidation  of  the  loose  sand
into  a  solid  rock  by  the  men  -sure  of  the  sand
above.  Now  I  have  no  otyi  kifi  at  all,  for  the
effects  of  thousands  of  tons  of  pressure  should  have  a  very  great  deal
to  do  in  bringing  about  the  mas  of  loose  and
porous  sand,  1  ut  1  think  that  the  cementing  material  has  played  a
much  more  important  part.  It  has  long  been  a  very  interesting
question  to  me,  but  one  which  I  have  not  yet  had  an  opportunity
to  tackle,  whether  there  is  any  appreciable  difference  between  the
specific  gravity  of  a  rock  taken  from  the  surface  and  of  another
portion  of  the  same  rock  taken  from  a  depth,  i.e.,  whether  the
deep-seated  portions  of  a  mass  of  rock  have  undergone  greater
consolidation  from  pressure  than  the  superficial  layers.  At  first
s  JghUhe  question  looks  a  simple  one  to  settle,  but  I  do  not  think
that  it  would  so  prove,  for  many  matters  would  have  to  be  taken
mto  consideration.  J  merely  throw  this  out  as  a  suggestion,  with
the  hope  that  some  one  may  take  it  up.

In  speaking  of  the  Stony  Deserts,  Mr.  Tenison-  Woods  attributes
their  formation  to  the  fact  that  certain  portions  of  the  loose  sand
have  been  oonw  >]  i  ghter  uncemented  portions
w  ere  drifted  away  by  the  wind,  leaving  a  mass  of  stones  behind  ;
on  this  layer  beij  r  "we  should  have  a  wind-
Mown  sandstone  rock  a  i  aid  a  hi  ivy  rounded  conglomerate  at
the  bottom.  It  is  thus  I  offer  to  explain  the  widespread  con-
glomerates  which  we  find  lying  on  the  coal  formation,  with  very
kttle  change  of  ch  miles."  But  I
do  not  think  this  would  account  for  the  very  heterogeneous
character  of  the  pebbles  composing  these  conglomerates  ;  it  would
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not  account  for  the  presence  of  pebbles  of  jasper,  vein  quartz,
slate,  and  of  numerous  other  materials  such  as  we  find  in  these
conglomerates.  If  they  had  been  derived  in  the  way  suggested,
then,  I  think,  they  would  be  almost  entirely  composed  of  quartzite,
or  of  ferruginous  and  sandstone  pebbles,  i.e.,  they  would  practically
be  composed  of  the  one  material  ;  in  other  words,  of  sand  in  a
more  or  less  hardened  form  mixed  with  ironstone  :  in  fact,  they
would  resemble  in  composition  the  masses  of  consolidated  sand
found  lying  on  the  surface  of  the  ground  in  Wiltshire,  and  known
locally  as  greywethers,  from  their  fancied  resemblance  to  sheep  at
a  distance;  or  Sarcen  —  i.e.,  Saracen  stones—  from  the  old  idea
that  they  had  been  brought  over  by  the  Saracens.  The  huge
blocks  of  stone  of  which  the  Druidical  temple  of  Stonehenge  is
built  consist  merely  of  masses  of  sand  uunvi  rt<  d  into  quarziu  ai  1

J  I  think  that  there  are  ;,  jrn-al  many  difficulties  in  the  way  of  this
explanation.  The  Haul..  I,im\  andstom  cms  to  have  been
fairly  uniformly  deposited  over'its  whole  ana,  and  I  still  think

I  that  the  mountain:,  are  mountains,  became  tin'  matter  which  once
\  filled  up  the  \  .1  II-  \  ,l,„nn,;  i,  i  ,  •  i,  <  lift"  has  since  been
I  scooped  out  by  the  action  of  the  weather  and  running  water.  J»j

aslhav<  said  before,  1  wish  to  a-ain  examim  thes  rocks  wi  n
"the  new  light  which  Mr.  Teni  on  Wood,  has  thrown  upon  the  sub-

ject  of  their  probable  origin.  .  ,.  „
Before  concluding  I  should  like  to  state  how  much  gratification

I  have  derived  from  Mr.  Tenison-  Woods'  paper,  a
deeply  we  are  all  md,l,  t  ,  d  to  him  for  having  drawn  attention**

an  nl.h;  wav  It  is  a  most  valuable  and  suggest!
paper,  and  I  hope  it  may  prove  to  be  the  commencement  of  *  ^
era  in  geological  u,.rk  in  eonneetio;
tainly  one  of  the  mo.t  mton-.tiu^  which  ha.  been  brought  betore



Ill

all  those  of  Mr.  Wilkinson  touch  my  argument.  He  says  that
"the  parallelism  of  the  main  lines  of  "stratitioation  Is  a  prevailing
feature  in  the  Hawkesbury  formation,  and  this  alone  is  evidence
m  their  having  been  formed  under  water."  I  answer  that  the
parallelism  is  neither  more  nor  less  than  is  seen  in  sand-blown
formations.  The  real  question  is  this  :  Do  these  sandstones  cor-
respond  in  every  particular  with  exposed  sections  of  aerial  sands  1
This  I  have  answered  by  showing  from  many  actual  instances
that  they  do,  and  Professor  Stephens  has  supplied  other  instances,
equally  convincing.  -You  miinoi  but  be  struck,"  says  Mr.
Wilkinson,  "  with  the  undulating  and  hilly  character  of  these
blown  areas";  and  he  goes  on  to  prove  that  nothing  of  the  kind
is  seen  in  the  Hawkesbury  rocks.  But  I  maintain  that  the
undulating  character  is  a  conspicuous  feature  in  the  formation.
Let  any  one  look  down  into  the  valley  from  Piddington's  Hill  and
see  whether  the  whole  contour  of  the  ridges  and  ranges  are  not
strongly  suggestive  of  aerial  sandhills.  Why,  what  could  be  more
undulating  than  the  gorges  and  gullies  of  the  whole  mountain
system  1  and  though  on  the  whole  the  greater  layers  are  horizon-
tal,  as  seen  in  large  masses,  they  are  clearly  undulating  when
examined  in  detail.  In  fine,  the  external  contour  and  the  internal
stratification  is  that  exactly  of  all  the  aerial  sandhills  I  have
examined.

I  think  that  I  have  not  been  quite  understood  about  the
absence  of  upheaval.  I  haw  stated  that  these  beds  are  found
just  in  the  way  they  have  been  deposited  by  the  wind,  and  that
they  have  not  been  upheaved  by  the  sea.  Now,  though  horizon-
tally  may  be  no  argument  in  small  areas,  yet  when  we  trace  the
same  thing  over  an  immense  territory,  and  see  no  tilting  or  incli-
nation,  then  the  evidence  of  non-upheaval  is  strong.  In  South
Australia,  for  instance,  we  have  the  nea-ine  Miocene  formation,
*hich  at  about  90  miles  from  the  sea  is  about  270  feet  above  the
sea-level.  Now,  a  fall  of  3  feet  in  a  mile  is  utterly  inappreciable
ju  a  section,  but  can  readily  be  traced  over  long  distances.  But
j^re,  at  less  than  50  miles  from  the  sea,  can  we  trace  any  tilting
Inclination,  though  the  beds  must  have  been  raised  at  the  very
teast  some  4,000  or  5,000  feet  ?  Observe,  also,  that  it  is  not  a
question  of  the  Blue  Mountains  merely.  The  same  formation,  or
a  very  similar  one,  is  found  scattered  over  the  whole  continent.
fi  ut  whether  we  |  westward,  on  the  summits
°f  mountains,  or  on  the  eu  aid  close  to  the
^  it  is  always  the  same,  with  no  tilting  or  inclination,  but  just
a8  it  was  deposited  in  its  |  %  layers  and  laminated
^fse-bedding.  Wh.  n  <  e  ad  1  u>  this  that  the  structure  is  that  of
^ud-blown  rocks  the  argument  is  very  convincing.  To  say  that
jbe  whole  continent  has  been  uplifted  in  one  mass  without  any
br  eak  or  tilting  is  rather  an  extreme  hypothesis.  But  these  beds
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may  have  been  fresh-  water,  it  is  objected.  But  the  fossils  are  not
fresh-water  fossils.  The  ferns  are  land  ferns.  2
land  fern,  so  is  Gleichenia,  and  so  are  all  the  ferns  I  have  met
The  few  water  ferns  that  are  known  in  existence  are  so  peculiar
that  a  very  little  experience  would  distinguish  them.  We  have
none  of  these  in  the  sandstone.  We  ought  also  to  have  fluviatile
shells  or  other  fresh-water  remains,  but  we  find  none  except  two
species  of  fish,  which  are  rarely  found  in  what  I  readily  admit
may  have  been  lagoons  or  civ  -L-,  in  i'  -  I.  -  \.  .n.  n.  1  K  ■..;:.
if  it  be  objected  that  land  ,
rivers,  I  should  admit  such  an  explanation  if  we  found  them
associated  with  other  fluviatile  remains,  but  there  are  no  such
things  to  be  found.  Again,  it  the  ferns  drifted  long  in  the  water

Is  are  aqueou
the  Victorian  sandstones
Selwyn's  name  for  npini.
great  weight  if  we  knew
put  before  him.  It  is  a  _,
therefore  the  names  of  Dana,  Jukes,
support  of  their  reasons  for  any  opir
they  can  command  our  assent.  At  p
proposition  that  the  peculiar  eh&note
Hawkesbury  rocks  can  only  arise  in,
see  strong  reasons  for  al>amh>niu<i  Hi

,velv
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dissolve  peroxide  of  iron.  It  must  have  the  aid  of  decomposing
organic  matter.  The  only  way  in  which  this  can  be  explained  is
by  the  surface  vegetation.  In  this  matter  the  conclusions  are  not
mine,  but  are  received  by  all  chemical  geologists,  from  Bischof  to
Sterry  Hunt.  In  reply  to  the  objections  against  one  of  my  ex-
planations  for  conglomerates,  I  must  repeat  that  these  thing*  are
rare  in  the  formation,  and  the  pebbles  are  of  small  size  for  the
most  part.  Mr.  r  "  it  is  impossible  that  the
conglomerates  in  the  Hawk  tave  been  derived
m  the  manner  just  mentioned.  To  satisfy  this  theory  the  con-
glomerates  must  occur  at  the  base."  But  why]  May  not  a  part
°t  a  sandhill  be  blown  away  by  small  degrees,  leaving  all  the
heavier  pebbles  behind  on  the  surface  as'  a  thick  layer  to  be
subsequently  covered  up  by  new  layers  of  drift  sand  1

I  thought  I  should  have  had  the  concurrence  of  my  friend,  Mr.
Wilkinson,  with  regard  to  the  change  of  drainage  following  the
outpouring  of  tertiary  volcanic  lavas  on  the  summits  of  the  divide.
He  admits,  however,  that  the  old  channels  were  often  filled  up  by
these  igneous  outpouring,  and  a  new  sv.,Um  formed.  That  a
higher  watershed  was  formed  is  not  to  be  denied.  That  a  change
or  climate  was  probably  the  result  is  not,  I  think,  a  far-fetched
Terence.  The  whole  of  the  igneous  table-lands  in  New  England
-sometimes  4,000  feet  above  the  sea—  have  originated  in  the
Period  I  refer  to,  and  any  one  must  see  what  an  important  in-
fluence  this  has  had  in  effecti  s.  It  is  one  of
Vuuisfs  which  I  Migg^t  .  "-it  area  of  the
we  Mountains  a  more  humid  climate,  and  thus  encouraged  a

ygetation  by  wl  u  .  .  :  i  entiy  moored.
10  the  rest  of  Mr.  Wilkinson's  objections,  as  they  are  more  matters
°t  opinion  than  facts  in  dispute  between  us,  I  shall  not  refer  more
Particularly.  The  ice  theory  and  the  drift  theory  are  now  both
we  the  world,  with  the  observations  by  which  they  are  sup-
ported,  and  they  must  now  rest  upon  their  own  merits.

•I  think  on  the  whole  that  I  must  thank  Professor  Stephens  for
Jh  e  support  he  has  given  to  my  views  in  this  matter.  On  one  or
^  '  l'"uir,  I.,  l  u  >  mi,  iMlerstood  me.  One  is  with  regard  to  the

Vhallenger's"  dredgings  and  the  azoic  regions  of  the  deep.  If  I
°JP  that  these  were  not  destitute  of  signs  of  life,  I  meant  life
*hjch  was  doubtless  derived  from  the  surface.  Thus,  in  what  is
*pl  the  Globigerina  ooze,  there  were  abundant  traces  of  forami-
ni  tera.  Now,  these  organisms  have  existed  in  all  seas  from  the
_  .  e  st  or  nearly  the  earliest  geological  periods,  and  some  of  the
^cies  have  come  to  us  from  very  remote  antiquity.  They  are
j°ind  in  all  seas  •  they  are  also  very  easily  preserved  in  rocks,

cannot  imagine  any  marine  remains  destitute  of  such  organisms,
«Uess  they  belong  to  the  early  paleozoic  rocks.  There  is  no
^estion  that  th<  •  Professor  Stephens  states,



but  they  are  hardly  cases  in  point.  Even  the  Caspian  Sea  has  its
peculiar  mollusca,  and  the  Dead  Sea,  which  supports  but  little
marine  life  and  no  mollusca,  has  its  shores  strewn  with  fresh-
water  shells  brought  down  by  the  waters  of  the  Jordan.  It  is
said  that  there  may  have  been  fossils,  but  they  have  been  carried
away  by  the  infiltration  or'  uat.-r-,.  Xow,  whenever  such  a  thing
takes  place  we  have  either  the  Gists  of  the  shells  regaining  empty
or  filled  with  other  material,  or  we  have  a  disturbance  of  the
strata  by  the  filling  in  of  the  spaces  occupied  by  fossils.  The
latter  case  is  almost  u  n  k  n  o  w  n  i  n  e;eo]  ogy  .  But  would  it  not  be  a

organisms  perfectly  preserved,  and  every  other  fossil  so  completely

sandjn  '■■  in  /  '  ,  ,'  "|  ',  ,  L  'n.nnatio^of  aqueous

origin,  having  been  originally  derived  from  the  weathering  of  an
aerial  rock  ;  yet  the  ease  would  be  an  extreme  one.  Consolidated
sandstones  hardly  ever  weather  into  their  original  grains,"  8  .  1

Jun!u]:ui'"'  l  ;'  M  th  1  .'  1  '  romei'"  '■'■ruins'";,  n'\  \'i  w  ind-blovra  structure

to  tin  rocks'  ire  fo  i  .  ~\  ,  t  [  -  neeted  origin  of  both  is

treasonable  explanation
In  the  matter  of  the  dip  of  the  laminations,  I  am  not  quite

sure  that  I  under.'und  Prof,  -  „■  St,  ph.  us  :  but  if  we  mntnaU)
explained  our  view:  I  tliii  liquid  find  our  observations  to
agreeinmost  particulars.  l'racti,-allv,  the  dip  is  not  alwajsj
right  angles  to  the  ,iril,,  than,  i„n  rh-  dip  is  q^Tfo
as  it  is  very  commonly  in  rounded  accumulations  of  sand,
this  case,  a  section  diagonal  to  the  axis  will  give  almost^  J
angle  to  the  laminations.  That  the  variation  is  due  *°%er
many  instances  I  have  no  doubt
cause  had  been  in  operation,  and.  that  is  the  varifltic©  ^

-  \
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harder  felspars  or  quartz),  even  though  the  surface  has  been
polished  by  the  action  of  blown  sand.  Through  the  kindness  of
Professor  Stephens,  I  am  enabled  to  place  before  the  members  of
the  Society  to-night  some  specimens  of  granite  and  felspar  from
the  first  cataract  of  the  Nile.  These  are  continually  exposed  to
the  action  of  blown  sand  from  the  desert,  and  the  members  can
judge  of  the  effect  of  this  from  actual  inspection.  It  can  be  seen
that  the  constant  impact  of  blown  sand  has  given  the  stone  a
most  brilliant  polish,  but  at  the  same  time  not  a  single  angle  has
been  worn  away.  If  the  pebbles  found  in  the  Hawkesbury  rocks
do  not  bear  a  more  evident  polish,  the  cause  must  be  looked  for

atombment.  But  the  facts  remain  that  the  surfaces
generally  abraded,  not  rounded  as  they  would
that  of  running  water.  The  i

i  creeks,  as  they  are  so  uncommon.
SB,

i  those  matters
about  which  I  especially  appealed  to  him.  I  have  not  expressed
myself  decidedly  about  the  hyalite,  though  I  threw  it  out  as  a
suggestion  that  polarized  light  gives  a  good  test  for  its  detection.
But  we  must  not  expect  very  great  results  from  this  method,
■^cause  if  the  original  grains  were  derived  from  granite,  some  of
«»e  quartz  from  that  rock  presents  under  the  Nichol  prisms  the
Play  of  colours  observed  in  colloid  silica.  In  the  beginning  of
^  microscopic  work  in  this  matter,  I  was  inclined  to  think  the
polarized  light  and  the  selenite  plate  would  give  me  definite
results  ;  but  when  I  varied  the  experiments,  using  rock  crystal
artificially  pulverized,  and  various  kinds  of  felspar,  with  true
hyalite,  the  results  were  conflicting.  I  am  going  to  try  again  at
getting  thin  sections  of  the  rock,  and  then  I  am  in  hopes  that  the
grains  in  the  cementing  medium  may  be  better  seen.  My  friend,
*r.  Wilkinson,  does  not  believe  that  the  grains  of  sand  will
att  ord  any  clue  j  yet  I  may  state  a  fact  which  will  be  significant
ln  the  matter.  Since  my  paper  was  read,  Professor  Liversidge
^hed  to  bring  my  theory  to  the  test  by  the  microscopic  examina-
7>n  of  sands.  With  this  view  he  asked  my  opinion  on  about  a
a  °2en  slides  of  dry  sand,  the  origin  or  locality  of  which  was
entirely  unknown  to  me.  In  every  instance,  except  one,  I  was
!l  to  .  stat  e,  after  a  short  examination,  whether  the  sands  were

•  aerial  sands.
of  conglomerates  I  went  out  of  my

ich,  whether  explained  or  not,  does
[  differ  from  Professor  Liversidge  as

may  do  in  forming  pebbles  in  such  a  formation
*iere  silica,  alumina,

magnesia,  potash,
The  colours  and



forms  of  silicate  of  alumina  and  i

e finally consolidated,
the  trap  rocks  began  to  have  their  influence.  We  must  not  forget
how  rapidly  sandhills  are  cut  down  and  form  again  by  the  wiod.
Thus  a  conglomerate  in  the  middle  of  a  sandst.'.:.
a  late  portion  of  its  history,  and  its  pebbles  belong  to  a  trap  rock
now  separated  from  it  by  many  feet  of  sandstone.  Howerer,  as
Professor  Liversidge  says  that  he  prefers  to  approach  the  subject

-of  the  formation,  I  ran  h-aYe  the  facts  to  the  painstaking  and
impartial  examination  whirl.  I  know  he  an-lon
To  him  and  to  l»n,f.-^oi-  Stephens  and  Mr.  Wilkinson  my  best

thispap^  I  U  have  heard
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